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Abstract
The Tower of Babel narrati ve describes how the entire wo rld has settled in one
place and has establi hed a city and built a great tower. The people share unity of place,
language, and purpose but their desire to stay united is countered by Yahweh·s desire for
di versity in his creation. My literary examination of this tale delves into the language and
structure of the narrati ve which exposes its complexity and artistry. By analyzing the e
literary features, it is hoped that the meaning of the narrati ve is revealed which, in turn,
add nuances to Gene is 1- 11 as a whole.
Read on its own, the tower narrati ve describes a clash between human and di vine
wills: the will to remain together against the will for di versity. Yet, when the pericope is
read in its larger context as the ending of Genesis 1-11 the narrati ve's deeper meaning is
revealed. The tower narrative is linked to the Garden of Eden narrative on a variety of
levels. Thematically, the maturation theme as told in the garden narrati ve is, on a
uni ver al scale, related once again in the tower narrati ve. When seen in this light, the
naJTati ve then relates the positi ve development of humanity from a single, united group to
the di verse cultures of the world completing humanity's journey begun at creation.
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Introduction

The story of the Tower of Babel in Genesis 11:1-9 has sparked numerous debates
among biblical scholars. The story begins by describing a world that has one language,
and a people who have settled in the valley of Shinar (Babel). The people, unitied by their
language, decide to build a city and a tower in order to "make a name for themselves·' and
to avoid being scattered over the face of the earth (11 :4). Yahweh, however, observe this
united group and decides to confuse the people"s language and scatter them over the face
of the earth (II :8). The city is thereafter named .. Baber' (?::t::t) for it is there that Yahweh
'·confused" (??::t) the language (II :9).
Although the story can be read as a simple aetiology on the origins of different
languages, one question that immediately arises is, what exactly did the people of Babel
do that was o bad? After all , is not universal isterhood/brotherhood a laudable goal for
humanity? Most interpreters, therefore, have tried to understand the nature of the crime
that so irked the deity.
In this thesis,

r will argue that there is no '·sin'' committed at all. Rather than a

story of profound pride, I see the narrative as one of societal development which
corresponds to the maturation theme found in the Garden of Eden narrative. The tower
narrative relates the story of how society developed from a single, united group to
multiple groups spanning the various nations, just as the garden narrative relates how a
man and woman matured into adults capable of procreation.
My thesis will consist of four chapter : in the first chapter I will di scuss a number
of scholarly approaches to Genesis II : 1-9 each with its own distinctive interpretation of

the narrati ve; in the second chapter I will discuss a methodology which promi es to hed
new light on the material; in chapter three I will discuss a new structural arrangement of
the material which will foreground the key verse of the pericope and so offer a prospect
of a new analysis; in the fo urth chapter I will argue that the carefu l language of the
narrative echoe that of the garden narrati ve and indicates that the narrati ve deals with
human development on a universal level.

Chapter One - Recent Scholarship

Most scholars believe that a sin was commi tted at Babel and that the nature of the
sin is pride; pride is revealed in their speech as well as their actions. Hermann Gun kel,
Umberto Cassuto, Gerhard von Rad, Terence Fretheim, and J.P . I·okkelman are some of
the scholars who argue that the tower narrative relates a tale of hu bri s. Whether the
people of Babel desire a name for themselves or to build a high tower, the result is the
same: Yahweh punishes them fo r their Herculean pride. Others, like Nahum Sarna, a! o
sees pride in the tale though due to the people's unwillingness to fill the earth. It is the
deliberate thwarting of his will that causes Yahweh to act and scatter the people across
the earth.
Thus, it is evident that mo t scholars see the meaning of the text as lying in one
word or phrase. The entire pericope, however, and its place within Genesis, must be
considered in order to ascertain a deeper meaning. As I shall endeavour to show, a close
contextual reading of Genesis 1-11 emphasizes humanity' s unity th rough thei r speech and
actions. I will argue that it is humanity's de ire for unity to which Yahweh reacts.
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Chapter Two - Methodology

In this thesis I will employ a literary methodology. Literary cri tic ism is a
relati vely new methodology in biblical studies. Although there were orne literary stud ies
in the 1960s and 1970s it did not receive significa nt attention unti l the 1980s. Literary
critics empha ize the unity of the text analyzing it as it stands. They pay close attention to
its " literary'' features; issues dealing with authorship, historical background or sources are
considered secondary. Essentiall y, thi s method advocates analyzing bibli cal narrative as
one would another piece of literature.
The minutest of details are deemed important and worthy of analysis in literary
criticism. The author's use of language down to word choice is believed to hav
significance to the point where a single word change could alter the meaning of a
sentence, verse, or entire narrati ve. Such a clo e scrutiny of language as used in literary
criticism is indeed relatively new to biblical studies, and it has become ob ious that
biblical authors took great care in their use of language, style and structure. These author
were not just writing stories but creating literary art. In the past when a narrative was
deemed too incoherent fo r a unified meaning, it was often blamed on the fractured nature
of the text. In literary studies of biblical narrati ve, however, the emphasis i placed more
on the reader's shortcoming rather than the text' s if an adequate meaning is not attained.
The onus, therefore, is on the reader to do the work necessary to full y appreciate the
meaning of the text.
The analysis of language is e pecially important in the tower narrati ve. The
narrator relies heavil y upon repeti tion. With the use of thi s literary construct the narrator
is able to highlight certain words and phrases which are integral to the overall meaning of
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the narrati ve. It is also with the use of repetition that the narrator connects thi s narrative
with the Garden of Eden story. Read on its own, the tower narrati ve deals with a cont1ict
of interest between humanity who wishes to remain together in Babel and Yahweh who
strives for di ver ity and for the earth to be ti lled. However, when the narrati ve is read in
the larger context as the conclusion to the Primeval History, the tale retl ects the
development of humanity on a uni versal scale, just as the garden narrati ve deals with
human maturation on a personal scale.
The plot also provides structure for the narrati ve. The chiastic structure of the
tower nan·ati ve functions in a way that contrasts the two sections. The tirst section
dealing with humanity is countered

111

the second ection by Yahweh who counteract

what humanity had achieved. Chiastic structures also serve to emphasize the central verse
which here relates Yahweh descending to observe humanity. Once Yahweh descends the
reader becomes aware that change in imminent. Once all of the e aspects have been
analyzed, then the reader can evaluate the narrati ve for significance and draw conclusions
as to its overall meaning.

Chapter Three- Structural Arrangement

In chapter th ree I will describe in detail the structure of Genesis II: 1-9. Thus far I
have concluded that the narrati ve is characterized by a chiastic structure as fo llows:
The first 4 sections (A, B, C, D) deal with humanity where the sense of unity is manifest.
All of humanity is portrayed as having one language and together they have migrated to
the east and have settles in Shinar. Here they have decided to build a ci ty and a tower. At
this point Yahweh descends, and the final 4 sections (A', B', C', 0 ') deal with the deity"s
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reaction to the people. In a systematic reversal of the opening verses Yahweh undoes
what human ity has done.
The narrator uses repetition to emphasize the connect ion between the various
sections that the chiastic structure provides. Therefore, in A and A' we have the repetition
of the word ·language' and the phrase 'all the earth· which appears in A once and A'
twice. Simi larl y, in B and B' the word ·there' is repeated. In both C and C' we see the
word ' hi s friend' as wel l as the phrase 'come let us.' Lastly, in 0 and 0' the verb · aid'
and ·make' occur in each section once in 0 and twice in 0'.
Unl ike linear narratives, chiastic structures are designed to draw the reader·s
attention to the central verse where often crucial or, at the very lea t, noteworthy details
are revealed. Thus, section E, where Yahweh descends, lies at the heart of the narrative.
Yahweh's reaction is surprising to the reader for nothing in the first four section
prepared him or her for the drastic nature of the reaction. It is then up to the reader to
decipher the variou aspects of the narrative in order to ascertain why Yahweh reacts in
the way that he does. The so-called 'clues· of the narrative which reveal the people of
Babel"s motivation for remaining united as well as Yahweh's reaction is the subject of
chapter four.

Chapter Four - Universal Development

In the fourth chapter I will try to demonstrate that there are five clues in Genesis
I I: 1-9 that point back to an earlier point in the Primeval History which in turn provide
meaning to the narrative at hand. It is, therefore, the Tower of Babel's place in the larger
narrative of the Primeval History which gives it its ultimate signiticance. Once the
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connection between the Babe l story and the Garden of Eden narrati ve is established, the
significance of the story becomes clear.
The tower narrati ve can be read on its own as a tale relating the etTort of
humanity to remain together which directl y opposes Yahweh' desire lor diversity in his
creation but also a tale relating the univer al development of humanity. The association o f
the tower narrati ve with the garden narrati ve reveal certain nuances which give the talc
added signifi cance. The theme of maturation begun in the garden narrative comes to a
conclusion in the tower narrati ve and is a fitting conclusion to the hi story of humanity
h om creation up until the time of Abram. Humanity has gone from a child-like stat in
Eden to acquiring the ability to build great cities like Babel and nations as related in the
Table of Nations. By (re)creating the history of humanity, the biblical author has placed
not onl y Abram in context but also the author· s own world .

6

Chapter One - Recent Scholarship

According to most critical research on the Tower of Babel narrative (Genesi
11:1-9), the sin of human pride lies at the heart of the narrative. Typically, scholars point

to 11 :4 as the major indicator of pride. Here, the inhabitants of Babel say ·'come, let us
build ourselves a city and a tower with its top in the heavens and let us make for ourselves
a name''

(Dill1J?-;.,il?YJ1 D'IJillJ iil?W11 ?1;.,m 1'Y ·J?-;-JJJJ ;-JJ;-J).

Two aspects of this ver e have

been used as evidence of pride, namely, the people's desire to build a tower with its top in
the heavens or their desire for a name. Almost all scholars discussed below maintain that
pride is the major problem of the narrative. I hope to show that their interpretations do not
adequately address an important theme of the biblical story.
In 190 I, Hermann Gunkel argued that the Tower of Babel is an amalgam of two
separate stories, one about the city and the other about the tower. Gunkel cites several
inconsistencies which he believes to be proof of his theory. These inconsistencies include
the problem of: Yahweh descending twice (11 :5 and II :7); the builders stating two
reasons for building the tower (for fame and to prevent being scattered); and the
discontinuities between II :8 and 11:9 (i.e., in II :8 Yahweh scatters the people and they
stopped building the city; in 11:9 Yahweh confuses the language and scatters the people).
Gunkel declares, "all these observations can be most easily interpreted by assuming two
.

recenstons.

,, J

For Gunkel, the purpose of both stories was to explain the reason for the diversity
of languages and for the geographic dispersal of people throughout the earth as well as
1

Hermann Gunkel , Genesis, trans. Mark E. Biddle (Georgia: Mercer University Press. 1997). 94.
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the ori gin of the name ' Babel. ' Since there is no concrete historical evidence which can
answer the questions as to the origin of the di versity of human language as well as the
di stribution of humanity tlu·oughout the earth, Gunke l argue that storie became the best
way to answer inqui siti ve questions. Stories are, as he calls them, .. a na"ive answer of the
ancient period to certain questions it fo und important.'"2 Gunkel believes that pride is the
reason for Yahweh' s actions in both stories. This is a theme to which many scholars will
return as discussed below.
In the city recension ( II : I, II :3a, II :4aa,y, 11 :6aa,p, 11 :7. 11 :8b, II :9a), Gunkel
argues that humanity's desire for a name is what Yahweh considers to be si nful : only his
name is to be eternal. Since Yahweh sees the source of humanity'

power as centred

around their oneness, he confuses their language to put an end to thei r arrogant behaviour.
Thus the name .. Babel" will be evidence o f their shame rather than proo f of their glory. In
the tower narrati ve ( 11:2, 11 :4ap, b, 11:3b, II :5, II :6ay, b, II :Sa, 11:9b), it is the tower
itself that is evidence of human pride. Yahweh looks to the future and sees the tower as a
means by which humani ty will be able to storm heaven. I-I is way of establishing limits on
humanity is by scattering them over the earth. The immensity of the tower is evidence of
human pride, j ust as the ruins of the untinished tower illustrates God· judgment on the
sin of humanity.3
4

John Skinner agrees with Gunkel in that the text is an amalgam of two storie . lie
sees both primaril y as etymological tales depicting human pride. In his 19 10 commentary

~ Ibid .. 99 .
Ibid., I 00.
4
Sk inner uses the ame verse divi ion a Gunkel except that he places I I :6a~ in the tower
recension.
3
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on Genesis, he wrote, '·its central idea is the effort of the restless, scheming, oanng
human mind to transcend its di vinely appointed limitations." 5 The basic storyline
originated as a Babylonian tale, but many of the details changed during the process of oral
transmission. The polytheistic e lements were removed and the etymological aspects
involving the name Babel, as well as the ori gin of geographical dispersion and diversity
of languages were incorporated.6 He write , ··the stories travelled from land to land, till
they reached Israel, where, divested of their cruder polytheistic elements, they became the
vehicle of an impressive lesson on the fo lly of human pride, and the supremacy of Yahwe
in the affairs of men." 7
Mo t scholars, however, disagree with Gunkel's and Skinner' s theory of a double
recension of the narrati ve. One of the earliest ·'literary critics,'' Umberto Cassuto,
especially cri ticized Gunkel's notion of separate "city'' and "tower" narratives in his 1944
commentary. 8 He proc laims that Genesis II: 1-9 .. cannot b under tood without both
themes.''9 For Cassuto, there is nothing sin ful about the actions of the people witho ut the
tower narrative, and a tower narrati ve in isolation from a city one would have no purpose.
Both structures are necessary to reveal the '·sin-o f-prid e'' theme that Cassuto beli ve to
be the point of the narrati ve. Cassuto further notes that the two narratives are linked
idiomatica lly. The city and the tower narrative are joined wi th the word .. and" (1) a are
the tower and it top (though it is usually translated into English by the preposition
'with '). '·The tower is included in the concept of the city, and every time the city is
5

John ki nner, Genesis. 2d ed. (New York: Charles Scribner's Son . 1963). 229.
kinner cites one po lytheistic element remain ing, when Yahweh ays ··Let us.··
7
Sk inner. Genesis, 228.
8
I will dea l with an exp lanation of other bib Iica l Iiterary criti cs in chapter 2 or the thesis.
9
U. Cassuto. A Commentw:l' on the Book of"Genesis Part// (Jeru alem: Centra l Pres . 1974). 237.
6
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°

mentioned the tower is also implied."' 1 For Cassuto, this explains why the wo rd ""tower"
is not mentioned in I I :8 as the tower's inclusion is already presumed.
Cassuto also gives an explanation for the inconsistencies Gunkel cite

as

confirmation of the two recensiOns. What Gunkel deems to be Yahweh descending a
second time in 11:7 is, by Cassuto 's account, a record ofwhat Yahweh thought before he
descended. Thus, hi s speech in II :6-7 occurs before he descends in ll :5. He reconciles
the inconsi tency that Gunkel perceived by arguing that the people state two reasons for
building the tower (for fame and to prevent being scattered). Cassuto maintains that the
people' s desire for a name was peripheral; it was more a consequence of the building
rather than a reason for it. For Cassuto, the entence can be better understood by placing
that phrase in parenthesis as follows: ''let us build ourselves a city and a tower with its top
in the heavens (and thereby we shall make a name fo r ourselves), so that we may not be
scattered abroad." 11 Cassuto ex plains the so-called unrelated phra es in II :8-9 with
climactic emphasis: the scattering of the people ( ll:8a) is emphasized by the fac t that
they stopped building the city ( II :8b), just as the confusion of the languages ( II :9a)
emphasizes that humanity is dispersed ( 11 :9b).
Cassuto' argument that Gunkel's separation of the unity o f the pericope does a
grave injustice to the unity of the text is similar to a point that I wish to make in chapters
three and four and, in this sense, I am in full agreement with him. Where I have problems
with Cassuto · s argument is his tendency to reduce the narrati ve to a story about human
pride.

10
II

Ibid., 237.
Ibid., 243.
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Cassuto argues that the purpose of the story is to teach two moral I ssons, the first and
possibly the more significant of the two being that ''boastful pride in material power is
considered sinful in God' s eyes.'" 12 Everything in the story. especially what the builders
say, exhibits pride. Ironically, the tower itself, perhaps the most visible sign of their pride
for many scholars, is not the main ubject for Cassuto. In fact, he would rather the
narrative be called ··the Generation of Division" rather than the ··Tower of Babel." As his
alternative nomenclature suggests, the tower is reduced to its proper place as a detail
within the narrative rather than occupying the title role, and allows a more important
aspect within the story (the division of humanity) to be brought to the fore. This di ision
has to do with the second moral lesson Cassuto believes to be behind the story: that God's
plan will not be interrupted. He cites the fact that, at the end ofthe story, the tower is not
mentioned along with the city when the author tells us that construction has been halted. 13
Cassuto argues that the narrati ve is essentially a protest against polytheistic
cultures, especially Babylonian culture, and is therefore Israelite in origin. Since the
narrative satirizes Babylonian culture, it could not have begun as a Babylonian tale as
Skinner proclaims. Ca suto writes that the text describes the tower or ziqqurat 14 named
Etemenanki. He believes that since the ruins have been found in Babylon, '·all agree that

this was the tower refened to by Scripture.'' 15 He notes that the Babylonians were proud
and even boastfu l of their structural ach ievements and that with this tale the biblical

I ! Ibid. , 225.
u Cassuto doe not reconcile the fact that he c ites the tower as a mere detail in one argument and
later uses its so-ca lled con spicuous absence in I I :8 as proof of another argument.
11
' T he term is variou sly spelled ·zikkurat ' by Sk inner and ·ziggurat ' by later scholars including
von Rad, Fretheim and Blenkinsop p.
15
Cas uta, A CommenfWJ', 229. Op inions have changed since his tim e and most modern scholars
do not believe a specific tower was intended.
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author was mocking the other culture because what the Babylonians once glorified lay in
ruins by the author's time. Cassuto writes, ''during that period the children of Israel
remembered the vainglorious bragging of the Babylonians with derision, and it i
probable that at this period the Israelites composed satiric poems on the building of the
city and its tower.'' 16
It is this attitude which pervades Cassuto 's reading of the text. He is unable to see

beyond the word ' Babel' (which seems to be synonymous with pride to hi m) to appreciate
what the biblical text might otherwi e be saying. He details the exten ive use of repetition
but believes that the purpose is to emphasize the naming of' Babel' which he perceives a
the climax of the text. 17 He notes the repetition of the letters Beth (J), Lamedh (?), and
N un (J) in '·let us make bricks" (Cl'JJ? :-TJJ?J), "they had bricks'' (:1JJ7:1 CJ:-17 ':1m), ·'let us

build ourselves'' (u?-:-TJJJ), •·the sons (of men) had built'' (ml\:1 'JJ UJ ), .. let us confuse"
(07JJ1), .. they stopped building"

(~?in'1) ,

and .. Babel'' (?JJ). I would argue that uch

repetition point to the subject that is being repeated, namely the people. Each sentence
deals with the people as a group (us, they the sons) or, in the case or the phrase "let us
confuse,· which mimics the words of the people and retlects the consequence of their
unity. The pattern of thi s repetition emphasizes the "oneness' of the people and by
maintaining that the sole purpose of the pattern is to lead to the word ·Babel' is, I believe.
to miss the point of the artistry of the text.
Cassuto also po ints out instances o f alliteration but does not discuss the possible
purpose or results of these narrati ve con tructs. Alliteration of the letter Sin/Shin (iJJ•/rJ})
16

1bid .. 229.
Fokkelman wi ll later see the repet ition of the s-m (i'J-t:l) sound similarly as a method of
emphasizing the word ' heavens· (D'i'J iil) .
17
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occurs throughout the text especially in II :2, II :4 and II :7. If we were to look at the
contex t o f these three verses, there does appear to be a connection. In II :2 the people
settle in Shinar; this is the beginning of their troubles. Yahweh wants separation but the
people have chosen to unite in one pl ace. In II :4 they build the tower which is the
physical representation of their uni ty . Finally, in II :7 Yahweh confuses their language to
disrupt the unity which he so adamantly opposes. In essence, these three verse are an
abridged version of the narrati ve complete with an introduction, compiication and
resolution. I see these linguistic details as emphasizi ng the problem of the people's unity.
Though Cassuto points out these narrati ve e lements, he does not see what they might be
referring to as he is committed to the theme of pride and the primacy of the word · Babel. ·
As Westermann writes of scholars who argue the importance of' Babel' : ''both extremes a Babylonian story or an anti-Babylonian story - fall into the same methodological error:
they make Babylon the theme or centre of the narrati ve, which it is not.'' 18
Another kind of interpretation is otle red by Gerhard von Rad in 196 1. Yon Rad
maintains that, in the original version of the story, the purpose of the tower was to
fac ilitate an assault on heaven. As the Yahwist removed thi s aspect of the story, the sin of
the builders became ambiguous. As such, Yahweh' s actions must then be preventi ve
rather than punitive. Without the sin being clear, one must look at the whole of Genesis 1II to full y understand the meaning of the narrati ve. In fact, for vo n Rad, the Tower of
Babel has a place of prominence as the conclusion of the Primeval History. When seen in
this Iight, von Rad argues:

JR Claus We termann, Genesis 1- 11: A Commentwy trans. John J. Scu llion S.J. (Minneapolis:
Augsburg Publishing House. 1984), 54 1.
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the multitude of nations [present in chapter I 0] indicates not only the manifold
quality of God ' s creative power but also a judgment, for the disorder in the
international world, which our narrative regards as the ad conclusion, was not
willed by God but is punishment for the sinful rebellion against God. 19
Unl ike all the progressively worsening sins committed by individuals in the past, this sin
of rebellion is not countered by Yahweh's forgiveness. For von Rad, the Primeval History
ends with the relationship between the people and God seemingly irreparably damaged;
the reader's attention is now drawn to the opening of the Patriarchal History to one man
and it is he and his story whom the reader now follows.
Von Rad is quite terse in his commentary on the Tower of Babel and, as uch, the
reasoning behind his argument is at time difficult to follow. He writes that the tower
symbolize the people's desire for fame: it is the tower in and of itself-- not its height-that is at issue for von Rad. Neither can an assault on heaven be inferred as it would go
beyond the confines of the text. Von Rad writes, one must:
observe a subtlety of the narrative in the fact that it does not give anything
unprecedented as the motive for this building, but rather something that lies within
the realm of the human possibility, namely, a combination of their energies on the
one hand, and on the other the winning of fame, i.e., a na"ive desire to be great. 20
This desire for fame constitutes a rebellion against God . Von Rad never indicates in what
way the text reveal the people's desire for fame nor does he clarify why this desire
would be offensive to Yahweh. Yet, von Rad clearly sees Yahweh 's actions as punitive
and, therefore, the actions of the people must be sinful. I would argue that von Rad relies
too heavily on what he deems as the pattern of sin and forgiveness in Genesis l-11 to

19

Gerhard von Rad. Genesis: A Commentwy, trans. John H. Mark (Philade lphia: The
Westminster Press. 1972). 152.
20
Ibid .. 149.
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explain this episode rather than a close reading of the text where the tower itself is a
minor a pect, and where textual evidence of the people's desi re for fame is absent.
Nahum

arna also believes that there was a sin, namely of resisting Yahweh' s

commandment to ·till ' the earth. In hi s 1966 commentary on Genesis he wri tes:
man had fulfilled the part of the di vine blessing -' be fe rtile and increa e' - but he
had balked, apparently, at ' tilling the earth.' The building project was thus a
deliberate attempt to thwart the expressed will of God, something that would
interfere with the unfolding of the di vine scheme ofhistory.2 1
He believes that confusing the languages was only a means to an end, the end being the
spread of humanity over the earth.
Sarna denies the idea that the builders' sin could have been an attempt to storm
heaven. As evidence against this notion he states that nowhere in Scri pture is it ever
mentioned that such a possibility physically existed. Sarna does not see thi s story as a
uni versal one, but a story strictl y concerning the Babylonians as told from an ancient
Israelite perspective. He asserts that storming heaven would have been absurd to the
Babylonians. Furthermore, he notes that the phrase ·'its top in the heavens"

(D'~iVJ iW~l 1)

is found elsewhere in the Torah, namely Deut. I :28 and 9: I, and both verses refer to great
height. It is also, in fact, a common Babylonian phrase and thus its use in this episode,
just as the detail s of the bricks, shows the writer's '·intimate knowledge" of Babylonian
culture. 22
Sarna draws the same conclusion for the builders' desire to make a name for
themselves. This, as we have seen, is one of the reasons why some scholars, such as

11

ahum arna, Understanding Genesis: The Heritage (d'Bihlical lsrael ( ew York : Schoch.en
Books. 1974 ), 67 .
22
Ibid .. 73 .
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Gunkel and Cassuto, believe that this tory ex hibits human pride. Sarna, however,
believes it is yet another turn of phrase. On this note, he points out the fact that God' s
promise to make a name for Abram means that wanting a name cannot be sinful. Sarna
goes on to show that Babylonian kings wo uld often have their names inscribed in brick
on the foundation of towers so that they wo uld be remembered as the king who erected
this tower. One of the examples he cites is, ''Nebuchadrezzar, who restored the very
ziqqurat of which the Bible speaks, records in a commemorative inscription, ' the
fortification of

sagila and Babylon I strengthened, and make an everla ting name fo r

.
' -.23
my reign
.

Sarna believes the signi ficance of the story is to be understood fro m the actions of
the people of Babel, not their words. They have failed to fill the earth and it is this failure
that prompts Yahweh's action to scatter the people. As we have een, many scholars have
argued that the people of Babel are guilty of pride (either by wanting a name or by
building a high tower), guilty of an as ault on heaven or guilty of neglecting to fi ll the
earth (a commandment). Pride and intending to storm heaven are undeniably sinful. But
fo r the idea that neglecting to fill the earth is to be regarded as a sin (as Sarna does), we
must look at the intentions o f the people. If they knew of the commandment, then the
deliberate disobedience of it is sinful. However, if they were unaware of the edict, then
how could they be guilty of sin?
Thus, the point of the matter Iies in the intention, or knowledge, of the people. It is
not recorded, for example, that the woman was told of the commandment against eating
of the tree of knowledge of good and evil yet she seems to know abo ut it in her
3

~ Ibid., 74.
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conversation with the se rpent, presumably to ld to her by the man. Furthermore, she was
punis hed for he r choice (indeed mo re harshly than the man w ho was given the
commandment directly). Thus, first-hand knowledge is not necessary to be expected to
follow God's commandments. Thus, were the people told to till the earth (as were Adam,
Eve, Noah and his family) through the generations, subseque nt to Noah and his sons? The
text simply does not provide an answer in regards to whether the people were aware of
the commandment.
One s hould notice, however Yahweh's reaction to the acti ons of the people of
Babel. Does he react to their actions as if they were si nful? In fact, Yahweh's speech is
ambiguous. There is no comment on the people's actions (si nful o r otherwise), just a
comment on their being ' one' and the ir future pote ntial as unlimited. Being 'one' is not in
itself morally wrong. As the text does not emphasize the intentions of the people, then I
believe that an assumption is req uired . Most scholars assume an evil intent and thus deem
their actions as sinful. Though I agree w ith Sarna's argument that the unity of humanity is
a problem in Yahweh's eyes, l see their actions as, at best, unclear.
In his 1969 work, Terance Fretheim also details a pattern of si n, pun ishment and
what he calls " mercy" or '·blessing" throughout Genesis 1-11. He argues the Tower of
Babe l as a ·' recapitulation of some of the basic them es of the previous narratives of the
Yahwist." 24 Just as Adam and Eve attempted to alte r their 'creaturely' status by eating the
fruit of knowledge to join the ranks of Yahweh, so the inhabitants of Babel try to alter
their status

by building the infamous tower.

24
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independence as the primary sin. He believes that the Yahwist is trying to show that ··man
cannot build a civilization whereby he can maintain his unity and make hi name great ir
God is left out of the picture.'' 25 Humanity must accept it created tatus, not try to build a
tower that will reach the heavens, and not try to immortalize their name.
I do not believe that there is an attempt on the part of humanity to alter their place
in the created order in Genesis 3 or the Tower of Babel. Also, a desire for a name points
to a desire to be remembered more than it does a desire to be equated with Yahweh.
Similarly, the narrative does not explicitly state why building the tower to reach the
heavens expresses such desire to compete with Yahweh. The most significant point which
shows that this interpretation is not justified by the text is Yahweh' s speech in reaction to
the builders' action. He comments on their unity and ever growing ingenuity. This does
not point to an attempted advancement towards divinity, but merely an opposition to the
divine will of spreading out.
J.P. Fokkelman ' s 1975 analysis of Genesis 11:1-9 is arguably the most in depth in
terms of structure. As a result of his exhaustive interpretation, he also believes that the
builders of Babel were gui lty of hubris and believes that not on ly the structure of the
narrative points to this but also the context. He writes, .. implicitly they want to penetrate
the strictly divine and become divine themselves. What drives them is hubris.'' 26 He
maintains that the repetition of the words "name· (mzl) and ·there' (DlL') emphasizes the 'sm· sound which brings the word 'heavens'

(D'~lll)

to the fore. This show that humanity is

not satistied with the earth and has its eye on the heavens.
25
26
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The word 'tower' (t.n m), he asserts, also points to this same conclusion in that it
would bring the word ·great' C71:A) to mind and shows that humanity yearns for greatness.
Fokke lman writes, ··the very function of this word is to reveal the action and intentions of
the people as hubris.'' 27 The parallel and concentric structures that he outlines signi fy that
the punishment humanity receives is proportionate to its crime. In other words, because
humanity fears being scattered, that are scattered. Yahweh does prec isely what the people
fear, namely, he scatters them. Yahweh saw unity of place and language as the ource of
their power. This is why humanity wanted to remain united and why Yahweh meted the
punishment he did .
It is very di ffi cult to argue with Fokkelman. His arguments draw you in and his
findin gs seem to tit the text. However, upon closer examination, there is a Jlaw between
steps and it becomes clear that one argument does not lead to the next. He emphasizes the
repetition of the words ' name' (Dili) and ·there' (Dili), but the sole purpose of the pattern is
to draw attention to the word ' heavens'

(D'~ili) .

In turn, ' heavens' is so pregnant with

meaning that humanity's intentions are fo und in this single word ; indeed, humanity'
hubri s is hiding in this word . Though, when all is said and done, this argument, i.e. , that
'the heavens' refer to pride or that the intent to stom1 the di vine realm, is not new. A
have pointed out above, the text simply does not justify such an interpretation.28
In the 1970s Claus Westermann writes that the narrati ve contains three motifs that
were independent of each other in the pre-written stage. The three motifs are: the tower
17
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reaching the heavens; the dispersal of humanity; and the confusion of languag s.
According to Westermann, the narrati ve shows evidence o f the individual nature or these
motifs, e pecially in II :7-8. In II :7, Yahweh decides to confuse the language of the
people, but the action executed in I 1:8 is the dispersal of humanity. This shows that the
two unrelated motifs were incorporated into a single narrati ve. Further evidence of the
separate motifs concerns the tower. In II :4-5, the tower is the dominant feature, but it
then fad es into the background never, in fact, to be mentioned again. He wri tes, " it is very
ti·iking that God's decision and its execution has no relation at all to the tower. "29
Though once independent, these three motifs have coalesced and, by the written stage,
they had di ssolved into the unity of the tower narrati ve. Westermann writes:
one must certainly agree with 1-l. Gunkel and others that 11:1 -9 was not shaped in
a single mold and that it shows cl ear igns of gradual growth. However, the
obvious unity of the narrative in its present form permits the conclusion that the
three motifs came together and developed in the pre-literary stage. 30
The original purposes of the dispersal and confusion moti fs were etiological. The
tower moti C on the other hand, originally pointed to the theme that:
humans were no longer satisfied with the limited state of their ex istence, but
wanted to force their way into the realm of the gods or God. This was worked
over and adapted in a later stage but in such a way as to preserve the basic moti t~
that of people overstepping their limi ts. 3 1
Therefore, according to Westermann , the narrati ve we have today deals with humanity, as
Fretheim put it, trying to alter their created status. There is no discussion of pride or, in
fact, sin of any kind in Westermann' s commentary; rather the Tower of Babel portrays
humanity stri ving to move beyond what it is, perhaps to the level of divinity.
19
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Signiticantly, Westermann does not believe that the redactor, J, viewed thi s negatively.
Westermann writes, ·'[J] has set out the significance of this drive in such a way that it is
not as such reprehensible or directl y against God, but appears as something of an
ambitious aspiration that belongs to human beings.'' 32 Though the people's desire to go
beyond their ' created limits' is not ho tile or sinful, it is nonetheless dangerous and the
redactor is attempting to show the error of such an ambition. Rather, humanity must
remain within the level of creation in which it was placed. Yahweh' s action, therefore, i
preventive. For Westermann, Yahweh' s desire to di vert humanity from this danger i
apparent in verse ll :6 in which Yahweh sees the .. danger that has its seeds in these
beginnings.'' 33 It is therefore this negati ve interpretati ve of Yahweh's wo rds where I
disagree with Westermann opting rather for a positive reading of what Yahweh deems the
future of humanity to compri se.
In the 1980 , Louis Mauldin, writing, also sketches a pattem of sin, puni shment
and grace throughout Genesis 1- 11 very similar to that of von Rad. He believes that the
sin at Babel was that they wanted ·'to become as God by subj ecti vely making a name, and
thus defining their own essence." 34 If humanity tries to detine itself independently o r
God, the

reator responds by scattering them over the face of the earth. Mauldin

continues, ·'surely such isolation, confusion, and lack o f community are the most severe
of punishments." 35 The Babylonians' sin and punishment is followed by forgivene .
Though Mauldin 's thematic argument is similar to von Rad·s inso far as they both outline
32
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a pattern of in and punishment, Mauldin believes that there is a sign of grace in the tower
episode. Maudlin sees the scattering itself is redemptive for it ··prevented man from
continuing the vain attempt to become as God.'' 36 God's forgivenes is further evident by
the genealogy that follows the incident at Babel in which Abram is introduced.
There are two points on which I disagree with Mauldin. First, there is no textual
evidence that making a name for oneself automatically makes one independent of God.
That name could be anything, including for example ·God's beloved· , a name which
obviously does not distinguish one from the deity. I do believe that they see themselves a
independent of Yahweh but that is due to the fact that they are the first ones in Genesi
who do not talk to or about God. Their desire for a name does not reflect their
independence of God; it is their silence that does.
Secondly, this desire does not constitute a sin. If making a name for oneself i

111

no way a declaration of their independence of God, the desire itself cannot be sinful.
owhere in the Primeval History does Yahweh demand that humanity rel y on him. In the
narrative thus far, he has never demanded anyone's worship or attention, and therefore a
group wanting a name would not cause his wrath. 37 He has, of course, made
commandments, the first dealing with the injunction to "be fruitfu l, multiply, and fill the
em1h'' (repeated to several individuals), and the second to refrain from eating of a
pat1icular tree, but neither commandment was properly obeyed. There were, however, no
instances when he demanded recognition.
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Thus, if there is no sin, there can be no punishment. Maudlin bases his reading on
.. let us make for ourselves a name'' ( Dll-'

u?-;,ll-'~J1)

with the emphasis on '"name" ( Dll-'). The

thrust of the narrative, as I shall demonstrate in chapter 3, indicates more that the words

·us: ·ourselves,' and ·one' are the ones to be emphasized. It is not ·name' (as a retlection
of independence) that Yahweh remarks on upon descending to earth, but the fact that the
people are ·•one'' (nm"\). God 's motivation for scattering the people lies behind this fact of
' oneness.' It is not punishment so much as it is forced submission to hi s wi ll. Maudlin, in
his attempt to implement hi s pattern of sin, punishment and forgiveness, neglects to see
whether or not the pattern truly fits the text.
James Kugel' s 1998 interpretation goes one step further than the tower ex hi biting
excessive pride. He maintains that the purpose of the tower is to facil itate an assault on
heaven and Yahweh himself Although the biblical version of the text never mentions the
wish of the builde rs to ascend to heaven, he cites several ancient texts where it is
explicitly stated that humanity intends to storm the di vine realm. Kugel cites numerous
ancient texts written or compiled ranging from the first century B.C.I:.. to the

5th

century

C.E. He argues that these texts are bibli cal interpretations and, as such, they are able to
provide insight into how biblica l texts were viewed at the time. Kugel writes that his
purpose is .. to show how the Bible was interpreted in ancient times and what conclusions
individual interpreters drew about the meaning o f individ ual texts.''38 To shed light on
Genesis II: 1-9, he cites Jubilees, Sibylline Oracles, 3 Baruch, Sanhedrin (Babylonian

'~ James Kuge l, Tradilions v.flhe Bihle: A Guide
Era (Cambridge: Harvard Uni versity Press. 1998). 37.
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.Jubilees, a retelling of Genesis, is thought to have been written aro und 150 B.C.

though some, including Kugel, maintain that it was written closer to 200 B.C.E. The
author's intention was to clarify the commandments which were hidden within the stories
of Genesis. The Sibylline Oracles is a collection of poetic writings all ascribed to a sibyl
compiled from the 2nd century B.C. E. to the Middle Ages. 3 Baruch was wri tten between
the late I51 century and 2nd century C. E. The Babylonian Talmud is a body of writing
compiled in the 5111 or 6111 century C.E. Philo was a Greek-speaking Jew who lived
approximately the same time as Jesus; he believed in an allegorical reading of the Bible.
Targum is the name of the Aramaic translation of the Bible. It includes exegetical

ex pansions and is thought to have been writt n around the early 2nd century C.E. Kugel
writes of Ephraem (309-373 C.E.) who wrote the Nisibene Hymns, .. hi writings contain
numerous parallels to, and developments of, earlier Jewish mot ifs:·-IO Lastly, the Day of
111

Atonement 'Abodah is the latest of all these texts, dated later than the 5 century C..

Kugel argues that since all of the tex ts have a similar interpretation of the biblical
narrative, then the overall analysis that they provide must be an acc urate one.
Jubilees 10:19 and Sihylline Oracles 3:99- 100 both discuss simply go ing up to

heaven without any specific objective mentioned; 3 Baruch 3:7-8 relates how the bui lders
of the tower want to pierce the heavens in order to determine what material it is composed
of; and h. Sanhedrin I 09a mentions striking the heavens to cause water to llow. As we

39
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can see, a clear connection between these tex ts and our narrati ve seems to be lacking as
the biblical ver ion never reveals the wish of the builders to a cend to heaven. More
importantly, humanity in these fo ur texts do not have hostile intentions towards heaven or
Yahweh which

o f course what Kugel argues is the proper interpretation of the

narrative.
The last four texts, Questions and Answers, Targum Neophyti, Nisibene Hy mns
and 'A bodah , all detail a tower constructed in order to facilitate an assault on heaven.
These texts make clear the intentions of the people, which not only disambiguates
Yahweh's actions but also justifies the punishment. Thus, the question becomes: is there a
connection between Genesis and these texts (or the traditions behind them) and if so, can
we therefore assume comparable contexts? In other words, do these tex ts trul y clari fy the
biblical narrati ve as Kugel claims? The Torah is considered to have been in written form
by Ezra·s time in the 5111 century B.C. E. but the traditions wo uld have been in ex istence
for centuries beforehand.-1 1 Of these four texts which clearl y state the hostile intentions of
humanity towards the deity, Philo' s Questions and Answers is the closest in age being
written four centuries after the final redaction of the Torah; Abodah, the oldest o f the e
texts, was written about a I ,000 years after the Torah was in its final form. Therefore, do
these texts trul y reveal the inner meaning of the biblical narrati ve, or did the assault-onheaven interpretation develop centuries later to be first recorded by Philo? I agree with
Cassuto who writes, "'the later Haggadah enlarged the content of the story and depicted an
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attempt by human beings to rise in actual revolt against the Lord and storm heaven, but
this does not represent the real meaning of the text. "42
Moreover, if storming the heaven is what is at issue, why is the narrative not
more explicit? If such an inference is to be drawn by the idea of building a tower up to
heaven, then why did the other texts state the builders' intention directly? Also, if a war
against Yahweh was the intention, is the punishment suffic ient? Would Yahweh merely
have scattered the people if they were planning to attack him? After all, Yahweh
destroyed the world and al l living things not lucky enough to be granted access to the ark
due to systemic human violence. Would Yahweh here simply react to people intent on
attacking him with dispersion? Lastly, would an account dealing with such ho tility on
the part of humanity be completely lacking in all tell tale terms (evi l, corrupt, violent)? It
would seem that such a maximized reading of the tower narrative is inappropriate. As a
result, it would seem that relying on the text as it stands is the be t course of action.
Without the context added by the other sources, I wou ld suggest that the biblical version
does not warrant such an interpretation.
In the same year, Severino Croatto comes to the same conclusion as Fretheim, i.e.
that humanity was punished fo r its attempt to become like God. Croatto, as Fretheim, see
the Tower of Babel as comparable to Genesis 3 and, in both cases, Yahweh's actions
were not onl y punitive but also preventive. In Adam and Eve's case, the couple was
ex iled from Eden in order to prevent them from addi ng immortality to the omniscience
they acquired by eating the fruit of the forbidden tree. Croatto argues that in the Tower of
Babel narrative humanity is capable of becoming like God, as evidenced by Yahweh's
~ 2 Cassuto, A Commentwy. 225.
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words in II :6. Croatto maintains that Yahweh feared what humanity was capable of and,
though the narrati ve does not outline what these capabilities may be, the biblical author
certainl y had an exact idea of what is meant by Yahweh's words. Croatto describes it as
··the intinity of power'' and compare it to how Job describes Yahweh.-1 3
Leaving aside Croatto 's rather na·lve understanding of authorial intention here (see
chapter 2 below), he tends to anthropomorphize the deity fa r too much. Though Yahweh
is often portrayed as anthropomorphic (wa lking in the garden, talki ng with various
people, feeling sorrow) one would be hard-pressed to tind evidence that Yahweh is
fearful. To ascribe fear to Yahweh is going beyond the confine of the text. If Yahweh
had reason to fear what humanity might become, he might not have planted the tree of
knowledge. It is extremely difficult to believe that the ancient Israelites entet1ai ned the
notion that Yahweh, the creator of the cosmos no less, was prone to attack or even
accessible to humans without hi s knowledge or permission. Yahweh's statement that
·now nothing will be impossible for them· does not suggest attai ning divi ne status, but
that all that humanity is capable of is already in sight. If more were implied, then
scattering the popul ation would not have been sufficient in deterring th is newly attained
power. In Genesis 3, Yahweh cuts o ff any po sibility that humanity could have access to
the tree of life and further alter their created status. Here, however, he merely scatters the
people. Thi s of course leaves roo m fo r unity to prevail again and for ·in tinite power' to be
once more at hand . Sunice it to say, Yahweh's words simply do not suggest the fear that
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Croatto reads in them . If there were an anthropomorphic emotion emanating from the
words, it would be Yahweh's annoyance at humanity's ubiquitous opposition to following
his wi ll of eparation.
Aron Pinker is among the small minority of scholars who believe that the people
of Babel have not committed a sin. In 1999, he maintains that the key to under tanding
the narrative lies in God's speech. Pinker sees the story of the Tower of Babel in a
positive light andes ential ly says that it is often human nature to automatical ly see things
from a negative point of view. He asks that if the traditional explanations for the di per al
(pride or resistance to f-illing the earth) were actually committed, sins that are considered
grave, then why was the punishment so mild? Even though the builders' did fear this
outcome, it is sti ll not a harsh reprimand. His view is that II :6 is to be taken as evidence
of God's pleasure over the accomplishments of humanity. He writes, ·'greatly pleased,
God then stops the building of the city, and disperses them to use their sk ills to build
more cities, to fill His world with people and civilization."44 I will also argue for a
positive interpretation in the final chapter.
John on Lim , like Sarna, believes that the sin of the people lies in their deliberate
rebellion against the divine mandate to J-ill the eat1h. In his 2002 work, Lim sees their
unity as power and their nature, as revealed throughout Genesis 1-11 , as inherently sinful.
He believes that .. God's statement in II :6 may allude to Gen. 6:5 concerning the
depravity of the human heart." 4 5 As such, Yahweh's act ion was prev ntive, to stop
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humanity from doing something disastrous. Lim, like von Rad, Fretheim, and Mauldin,
maintains that there is a pattern of in and grace/forgivene s depicted in the Primeval
History.46 Confusing the language of the people and scattering them across the earth is, in
Lim's view, an act of grace as Yahweh could just as easily have destroyed them. Lim
specifies their sin as:
an attempt to secure their own future in isolation from the world, that inward
concern for self preservation places the rest of creation at ri k. Thi s is also
contrary to and a direct challenge to God's commandment to fill and populate the
earth .47
Whereas other scholars have chosen one particular deed as

inful (tower, name, or

defiance), Lim believes them to be guilty of all of the above; their tower exhibits rivalry,
their desire for a name reveals hubris, and their unity exposes their contempt of the
commandment to 1-i II the earth.
Lim point out the way in which the author has emphasized the unity of the people
through repetition, and maintains that the purpose of this repetition is to show their
di sobedience. 48 The tower and the people's desire fo r a name add to the sin of
disobedience. The tower expresses a direct challenge to the deity and the desire for a
name is evidence of hubris as it is an '·attempt to usurp God's place:·49 Lim points out
that though they wanted a name, their desire would remain unfulfilled which is seen in
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contrast to the narrative that immediately follows where Yahweh promises to make a
name for Abram. 50
Lim also discusses the verbal Iinkages between this episode and the creation
narrative. The terms 'man· (01l'\), 'heavens'

(Ci'~W)

and ·one' (nnl'\ / onN) appear in both as

well as the thematic connection where the commandment to fill the earth appears in the
creation nan·ative and its fulfillment occurs in the present pericope. The verbal link to Eve
is arguably stronger with seven words in common including 'find'. 'ear , 'see·, ·head ',
·build' , ·make', and 'name·. However, Lim neglects to draw any conclusions for these
similarities between biblical narratives, merely noting the commonalities. 5 1
Though I share Lim's belief that the reason behind Yahweh's action against the
people of Babel is to disrupt their unity, I do not see their actions as sinful, as a deliberate
attempt to impede Yahweh's will of separation as discussed above. He states that their
unity amounts to self-preservation and it puts the rest of creation at risk. For selfpreservation to be a negative attribute, the self-preservation must be at the expense of
others. But the people of Babel constitute the entire population of the world. The biblical
narrative's language emphasizes the universality of the people, therefore there is no one
else to harm by such preservation. As stated when discussing Sarna above, the intentions
of the people do not seem to harbour any "tlagrant rebellion'' 52 as Lim calls it. Rather,
they seem unaware of any divine mandate and as such cannot be guilty of any deliberate
act of rebellion .
50
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From this brief analysis of critical research on Genesis I I: 1-9, there remains many
unanswered questions. Gunkel and Skinner, in seeing the text as an amalgam of two
di tinct stories, fail to see the unity of the text which I believe is integral to its meaning.
Cassuto, though he gains many insights into the narrati ve through a clo e reading,
concludes that the narrati ve refers to Babylonians because of the detail

of the

construction techniques along with the name ·Babel' related in 11:9. As such, he reads a
context o f pride which does not adequately address the theme of the pericope. Von Rad,
Sarna and Li m all see the sin of the builders as resistance to di vine will. Since the text
never reveals whether or not the people of Babel knew of the commandment to till the
earth, thi s knowl edge must be assumed if they are to be deemed guilty of disobedience.
Since the actions of the people seem to lack any rebellious nature, and the fact that
Yahweh' s reaction which cotTespondingly seems to lack any sign of rebuke, I maintain
that the people of Babel had no knowledge of any commandment.
Fretheim and Croatto both go beyond the contines of the text with their
interpretations. Fretheim, who maintains that humanity is trying to alter its created statu
and Croatto who believes that Yahweh' s acti ons are dri ven by fear of humanity' ultimate
achievements neither have any textual evidence to support their theories. Maudlin, who
detail s a pattern of sin and punishment throughout Genesis 1- 11 , places the Tower of
Babel as its denouement. As each sin depicted in Genesis I- ll worsens progressively,
then the sin as well as the puni shment in the Tower of Babel must be the height of human
sin. Yet Mauldin fails to show how the so-called sin could be more severe than that
committed by the generation of the tlood, or how the people being scattered could be
worse than the flood. Kugel and Fokkelman both rely too heavil y on the word ' heavens.'
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For them, it is thi s word alone that clarities the meaning of the text. For Kugel, ·heaven '
shows humanity's forthcoming assault and, for Fokke lman, ' heavens· exhibits pride.
Thus, it is ev ident that most scholars see the meaning of the text as lying in one
word or phrase. The builders wanting a ·name· thus points to pride; building the towe r to
the ·top of the heavens' refe rs to an assault on the di vine realm or again to pride. But
meaning cannot be o narrow. There are no other indications in the narrative that they
were sinful , whether the sin lies in pride or resistance to filling the earth. There i
certainly no textual evidence for an assault on heaven. The entire pericope, as well as its
place within Genesis, must be considered in order to ascertain the meaning. As I shall
endeavour to show, a close contextual reading of Genesis 1-1 I will emphasize humanity's
unity through both their speech and actions. This kind of '•literary" reading, one which
takes into account the larger context of the narrati ve, will be the subjects o f chapters 3
and 4. For the present, however, I must tirst ex plain what i meant by a .. literary'· reading.
This will be the subject of chapter 2.
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Chapter 2 - Methodology

In order to avoid fragmenting the text as has been so often the case in studies of
Genesis 1-11 , I will interpret the text a a unified whole by employing a literary
methodology. Literary criticism is a fairly recent methodology in biblical studies.
Although there were some literary studies in the 1960s (James Muilenberg, E. M. Good),
and in the 1970s (.1. P. Fokke lman, David Gunn, David Clines), it did not receive
significant attention until the 1980s. During this decade, many scholars, including Lyle
Eslinger, David Jobling, Robert Alter and Shimon Bar-Efrat, applied thi s method to the
Bible and developed some fascinating insights into the text. Literary criticism has now
gained some distinction in biblical studies and many scholars have shown that it is not
only a worthy method of interpretation, but that it has much to o iTer the field of biblical
studies. Regarding the future of the methodology, Gunn wrote:
There ar many of us who look fo rward to the introductory textbook which
radically reverses the present priority and consistently (and logically) places
literary questions - which might include, in the case of narrati ve texts, attention to
structure, plot, informational gaps, redundancy, allusion, metaphor, modes of
speech, point of view, irony - ahead of questions of history and develo pment. 53
Though literary criticism has not gained primacy over hi storical criticism at this poi nt,
there certainl y has been an influx of books in the past decade on the ubject which seems
to be an indication of the enormous interest in literary studies of the Bible.
Literary critics are concerned mainl y with the unity of the text as it stands, and
pay close attention to its ·"literary'' features; questions concerning authorshi p. hi storical
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background or sources are deemed less important to the overall meaning of the narrati ve.
With thi s method, one analyzes biblical narrative as one would another piece of
Iiterature.54 As Robert Alter writes, we mu t .. attend more fine ly to the complex, ter ely
expressive details of the biblical text.'' 55 Thu one closely examines the text for pattern
including structure, alliteration and repetition .56
Paul House writes that literary criticism arose out of the necessity for a new way
to exami ne biblical narratives. For House, the historical-critical method can only go so far
in analyzing the literary problems in the text, and that further historical analysis would
only reveal more of the same. While this argument is probably overstated, House does
make a good point that a historical analysis often misses subtle nuances of meaning; he
writes, ..an overemphasis on historical detail cost readers a proper understanding of plot,
theme, and character.'' 57 By searching for what the Bible can illuminate about the history
of the period through historical analysis, its narrative meaning could be overlooked.
Similarl y, suurce criticism can ··divide and atomize texts.. . [but such analysis]
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obscures[s] the unity of large and mall texts alike.''58 Literary criticism, on the other
hand, examines the text in its final form ... What a literary approach otTers, .. writes Kim
Ian Parker:
is a way in which the integrity of the narrati ve can be preserved and understanding
can be attained without recourse to textual dissection. Contradictions and
inconsistencies are viewed as part of a deliberate narrati ve strategy rather than as
.. inelegance" on the part of the authors.59
Therefore, not only is the structure of a pericope integral to meaning, but each sentence
and indeed even the author's word choice plays a role in the final form of the biblical
narrative adding to or even creating contex t. As Shimon Bar Efrat wri tes, " if a sentence
were to be modifi ed slightly, for example, by using a synonym, by changi ng a
grammatical fo rm or by altering the order of the wo rds, the style (and with it the preci e
meaning) would be affected." 60 Thus, when analyzing a text using this methodology,
every detail is considered significant and contributes to the meaning of the narrative as a
unit.
Parker writes that the shi ft fro m histori cal criticism to literary criticism is .. to shi ft
the empha is fi·om the past (what the text might have meant to the ori ginal audience or
author/ed itor) to the present (what the tex t means to the reader today).''6 1 It is very
ditTicult, if not im possible, to know what the author' s intentions were. This is
compounded by the fac t that millennia have passed since the author's death creati ng not
onl y a temporal chasm but a cultural one as well. Literary criticism, there fore, foc uses on
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the text as it stands today, rather than delving into the ancient past. When readers find
texts, especially the Bible, difticult to understand it may not necessaril y be d ue to the
incoherence or fragmentary nature of the text but the lac k of the imagination of the
reader. 62 Therefore, .. the incoherence detected in the narrati ve by historical-critical
scholarship is not the failure of the text to explain the hi storical realities adequately, but,
rather, the fa ilure of the interpreter to explain the subtleties and nuances of the text. ''63
How, then, do we discover the meaning of the text? Parker maintains, ··there is no
definitive correspondence between what the wri ter intends and what the finished product
turns out to be. Meaning is best determined by the word themselves, rather than by
authorial intention.'' 6.J It is, then, the reader who sheds light on the meaning of the text. In
order to asce rtain this meaning, the reader must pay close attention to the details of the
text. The reader must make hi s or her interpretation fit these detail rather than maki ng
the text tit any preconceived notion. Readerl y bias is expected but the reader must control
this and remain open-minded until the text has been read and all the details revealed
before a conclusive analysis can be reached. As Parker writes, .. a ··valid'' interpretation is
the result of the interpreter' s ability to construct a hypothesis that acco unts for the greatest
amount of detail in the narrative unit." 65
Many literary critics, including J. P. Fokkelman, Yairah Amit, hlom ith RimmonKenan and Edgar McKnight discuss the role of the reader in interpretation. In
Fokkelman's view, the text onl y comes alive when it is in the hands of a reader.
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Fokkelman maintains that the biblical authors knew that their texts wou ld outli ve them
and they, therefore, made the texts capable of standing on their own. Fokkelman writes,
"'as products of a deliberate and meticulous designing intelligence they have been craft d
to speak for themselves, provided there is a competent reader listening closely. They are,
after some training on our part, extremely able to reveal and explain themselves."

66

Authors, therefore, fortified their texts with clues requiring nothing more than an attenti ve
reader to decipher them and reveal its meaning.
Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan also gives a detailed discussion of the tex t and reader.
Her view of the text, similar to Fokkelman, is that it:
develops in the reader a specific competence needed to come to grips with it, often
inducing him to change his previous conceptions and modify his outl ook. The
reader is thus both an image of a certain competence brought to the text and a
. o f sue I1 a competence wit
. h.111 tI1e text.67
structunng
Rimmon-Kenan notes how the text reveals its story

111

a linear fashion therefore

controlling what information the reader knows at each point

111

the progression of the

story. The tendency for the reader to cling to the details that are revealed at the beginning
of the text she calls the 'primacy effect. ' She writes, '·texts can encourage the reader's
tendency to comply with the primacy effect by constantly reinforcing the initial
impressions, but on the whole they induce the reader to modify or replace the original
conjectures.'' 68

ince the reader cannot understand the text until the entire text has been

read, readers can therefore hold on to certain misconceptions throughout the text on ly to
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be given vital information at the end which rever es the texf s meaning completely. This
is a way for a tex t, or perhaps the narrator, to develop suspense and dramatic irony. The
·recency effect: on the other hand, ·'encourages the reader to assimilate all previous
information to the item presented last.''69 This way, the reader con tantly alters his or her
notions or the meaning of the text, and changing the meaning to fit the latest detail it
reveals. Rimmon-Kenan 's view of the text and reader shows the intricate relationshi p
between the two, showing a reciprocity that is integral in not onl y to the reading process
but, more importantly, in determining the meaning of the text. She concludes by writing:
From this perspective, reading can be seen as a continuous process of forming
hypotheses, reinforcing them, developing them, modifying them, and sometimes
replacing them by others or dropping them altogether. It should be noted,
however, that even rej ected hyfootheses may continue exercising some influence
on the reader' s comprehension. 0
Thus, we can see that reading is far from a passive acti vity. The reader is responsible for
recognizing the details provided by the text, interpreting them correctl y, and when
necessary, altering their notions when the text shows them to be premature.
Fokkelman believes that the issues being foc used on in the past two centuries,
including questions regarding authori al intenti on and sources, were being '·asked by Bi ble
scholars who had no idea of the unique mode of being of the literary text, and who never
got around to training themselves in the conventions and rules of the texts themselves.'' 71
For literary critics who analyze the text as literary art, these convention and rule teach
the reader how to discover meaning in the text. Without this knowledge, onl y the surface
of the text will be visible.
69
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To delve below the surface, we must examine the literary devices used by the
biblical authors, devices which are still used to this day . These devices include character,
narrator, language, and plot. [ will examine each aspect in turn and show their relevance
to the Tower of Babel narrati ve. I will discuss the distinction between tlat and round
characters and the way in which characterization is revealed, i.e. either directly (when the
narrator relates the necessary information about a character) or indirectl y (by way of
action or peech). Furthermore, I will examine the narrator in terms of rel iability or
unreliability as well as his neutrality. I will study language through the repetition of
words and sounds. Lastl y, l will also look at the way in which plot patterns present
themselves (chiastic or concentric structures) which will foreground certain aspects of the
narrative that the narrator wants to emphasize.

Character

The notion of examining characters within biblical narrat ive was perhaps the mo t
difficult aspect for literary critics to advance. As David Gunn and Danna Fewell point
out, there had been an uneasiness regarding biblical characters whose behaviour cou ld be
scrutinized. The view "'that biblical literature is unsoph isticated and thus unconcerned
with the intricacies of human thought and behavior" has only within the last few decades
begun to be seen as inadeq uate.72 Thus, the behavio ur, intention , and moti vations of
characters are now being examined and new meanings of biblical narratives are bei ng
revealed.
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Once the view of characters as mere types whose so le purpose i to help progress
the plot is abandoned, one can then anal yze the behaviour or certain characters to reveal
their intentions. Even the intentions o f God can be examined. A the Bible has always had
the authority of sacred writings, the idea of examining the beha iour of Yahweh, a one
would examine a character in literature wa , until recent times, largely ignored. As Fewell
and Gunn remark, Yahweh was deemed a type, as were the other characters, and h wa
defin ed as strictl y good and just. They write:
Thoughts, feeling , and action that appear to conllict with uch ex pectation
Uealousy, anger, violence, favouritism, change of mind, lack of knowledge, or
failure to anticipate developments) are then either ignor d or rationalized as good,
just, etc., or the e values are redefin ed to fit the behavior of the di vinity.73
Thus, for example, we can only speculate as to why Yahweh planted a tree o f knowledge
of good and evil onl y to forbid the only inhabitants of Eden to eat o r it. Was it a test to
gauge the obedience of the man and woman, or of human nature in general? As Gunn and
Fewell write, ··why [did] the woman in the garden [pick] the fruit and why [did] the man
[stand] pas ively by while she did it?'" 74 Wa her intent to merely gain knowledge. or did
she aspire for something greater, di vinity perhaps?
In order to more easily examine characters, they are generally categorized as
.. flaf ' or ··round .'' E.M. Forster is one of the carlie t literary cholars who defines these
two categories. I le writes that tlat characters .. are constructed round a single idea or
quality .... The really flat character can be expressed in one sentence.'' 75 These character
do not develop and are generally in a peripheral role. Though the plot does not revolve
73
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around these characters, their role can range from minor to vital. Gunn and Fewell write
that, .. God, for example, is a flat character in many biblical stories. Ddined often by a
single or few traits (for example, steadfast, merciful, and concerned for justice), God may
none the less participate decisively in the story.'' 76
In the tower narrative, the people are, collectively, a single, tlat character.

ot one

person stands out in the text; rather they are seen as a single whole. Their speech, a topic
which will be discussed in chapter four, indicates that they are 'one,' as does the
repetition of the word always referring to the people. As Forster defines the 'really' flat
character as being summed up in one sentence, the people's mantra, or defining sentence,
would be, ' we are one community and we want to remain as uch. · Perhaps the idea of
strength in numbers is at play here. They fear being scattered but we can only speculate as
to why. Like all tlat characters, they are not given the emotional range of round
characters.

ven though the builders of the tower are fl at characters, they are sti II the

main, if not only, concern of the reader a will be discussed below.
Round characters are the main actors of the story. These characters have many
traits and are capable of change. Forster relates round characters to real people; they are
convincing as characters with realistic motivations and emotions. Bar-Efrat believes that a
character in a short narrative can be defin d by one action, for example Cain can be
detined as a murderer because " if the author had wanted us to see [himJ in a different
light we would have been told about other (or additional) things [he] did.'' 77 Gunn and
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Fewell, however, see Cain as a round character exhibiting complex characteristic . Th y
wrote:
he ha a fa mily. He builds the fir t city. He is the father of soc iety and culture.
Cain actually becomes the epitome of a person who is rejected by God, who
makes the teJTi ble mi stake of taking out his frustration on a fellow human being,
and who, despite his alienation, make a new start with considerable success. 78
Gunn and Fewell maintain that it is often tradition that links characters with one single
trait, like Ca in to murder and Job to patience, rather than a close reading of the text.
It is clear that in Genesis 1-11 the character of Yahweh is round. Amit furthers the
characterization of God by describing him a either intervening or ob ervi ng. God goe
back and forth between the two being an intervener in Genesi

1- 11 , Exod us and

Numbers but much more of an observer in Genesis 37-50 and 2 amucl9-20. 79 She states
that when God plays an active role in the text, the human character are generally tlat and
.. when God is portrayed as distant, there seems to be greater scope, or li ving pace, lo r
human moti ves and their complex ities:·XOThi s theory certainly holds true for the Tower
of Babel where the people are indeed tlat, lacking ex pre sed moti vations lo r their actions;
their characters even lack personal distinctiveness as they are portrayed as a uni lied
group.
As mentioned above, however, it i the people who are the main toc us of the text.
Amit detail four criteria which help delineate the leading fi gure o f a story. These are:
··one, the focu of interest; two, quantitati ve; three, structural; and four, thematic.'' 81 As
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stated, it is the situation of the people with whic h the reader is concerned. It is their story,
their plight that engages the reader. We wonder why they fear separation and what caused
Yahweh to confuse and separate them. Quantitatively, the people feature in each of the
nine erses. The first four deal with the people as they settle and build a communit , the
last four with Yahweh's reaction to what they have built and the consequences thereof.
The fifth verse can be analyzed in terms of the structural criterion: thi is the pivotal verse
and structurally the focus of the text. Here, where Yahweh descends, the reader first get
an indication that the actions of the people go against God's de ire for diversity. Lastly,
thematically speaking, it is clear that the people are the focus of the text.
Bar-Efrat explains that there are two ways in which a character's moral nature is
portrayed: direct characterization and indirect characterization. 82 Direct characterization
occurs when the narrator or another character communicates their judgment of the
character in question. Howe er, reliability is a factor here. The reliability of the narrator,
w hich will be discussed below, is for the most part unquestioned. When Yahweh
evaluates a character, the evaluation, like that of the narrator, is completely accurate. 83
However, when o ne character evaluates another, the accuracy of the characterization must
be corroborated, usuall y by the character's own actions. At times, when one character
e a luates another, what they say may reveal more about the speaker than about tho e of
w hi ch they speak. Lastl y, statements made regarding a character's own personality are
also not a lways reliable. Bar-Efrat uses the example of Cain who, when asked by God
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about the whereabouts of his brother AbeL is ·'clearl y evasive.'' 84 Direct characterization
is, however, uncommon and the reader i often expected to draw his/her own conclusions
about certain characters based on indirect characterization.
Indirect characterization, the more common means of relaying the nature of
characters, is related either by speech or action. A character's speech can show them as
good or wise and can reveal emotions such as grief and anger. 85 What characters say i ,
however, not always straightfo rward and interpretation is required in these instances. For
example, it was previously mentioned that, according to Bar- frat, Cain 's response to
Yahweh when asked of the whereabout of his brother was 'clearly evasive.' Yet, is it so
clearly defined? His response, I believe, can be taken in a variety of ways . Rather than
being evasive, Cain could be responding in anger. Perhaps it is not that he does not want
to di vulge the information, but that he i angered by Yahweh'

inquiry and gives a

contemptuous response showing that he does not care where his brother is. Or, perhaps he
was truly asking a moral question as to one brother's ethical obligations to another.
One of main modes of speech for characteri zation is what Bar-Efl·at refers to a
'directive peech' where one character requests or impels action from another. Bar-Efrat
writes, .. the importance of this kind of speech lies in the fact that it reveals the speakers·
intentions and aspirations and through them their characteristics.'' 86 The speech in the
Tower of Babel is an example of directi ve speech. In this case it is not a command but a
request. There is no response to the request but the narrator informs us that what was
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requested (tirst to make bricks followed by the request to begin building the city and
tower) was complete in that the people did then have bricks and the city and tower were
built as Yahweh saw them when he descended. In this case, however, the form of speech
reveals nothing about the characteristics of the people. We know that they wanted to build
a city and a tower, but their moti vations remain obscure.
Action, the econd means of indirect characterization, is as equally reveali ng as
speech. In order to trul y analyze the action of a character, one must under tand hi s or her
moti ves. As Bar- Efrat points out, we rarely see the ev ryday acti vities of bi blical
characters, rather, we meet them '·primaril y in special and unusual circumstances, in
times of crisis and tress, when they have to undergo severe tests. "87 Therefore, can a
character be defined by one action, especially when that one action takes place under
unusual circumstances? Bar-Efrat maintain that the length of the narrati ve determines the
answer. In longer narratives, readers are able to see characters in a variety of action and
are better able to judge their personality as a pattern usually emerges. In shorter
narrati ves, however, a character must be judged by one single action because that was all
that the author deemed necessary to reveal. Rimmon-Kenan takes a diffe rent stance. She
maintain that one-time actions are .. not less characteri stic of the character. On the
contrary, its dramatic impact often suggests that the traits it reveals are qualitatively more
cruci al than the numerous habits which represent the character' s routine.''88 Therefore a
one-time action not only can characterize a character but this action is more revealing
than habitual actions. Thus, if the narrator had provided more information about the
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people of Babel, they would till be characterized by their building the tower which i a
symbol of their unity. The problem remains that the act of building the city and tower
alone is morally neutral and their motive, which could verify or refute the possible sinful
nature of the act, is unclear.
Motives can often be quite apparent, for examples the actions of David and hi s
son Amnon. In Amnon's case, the motive for the rape of his sister Tamar was lust, and
this one action does indeed determine the true nature of his character. In the incident
involving Bathsheba, David is also motivated by lust but as he is a round character, he is
not detined solely by this action. Also, there is a difference of degree between the two as
David was not guilty of rape but of taking another man' s wife and when admonished by
the prophet Nathan, he recognized and regret1ed his sin. 89 As Bar-Efrat writes of David,
·'despite the fact that there is more information in the Bible about David than any other
figure or perhaps just because of this, it is extremely difticult to fathom the depths of hi s
personality. '' 90 Therefore there can be too much information about a character where hi s
actions at times contlict with his seemingly established personality; and there can be too
little information given to establish motive or characterization as with the people of
Babel.
The importance, therefore, of analyzing character in the tower narrative i the
nuances it adds to its meaning. Character motivation, whether or not the people are inful
or deliberately thwarting the will of God is a major point of interest with interpreters.
Most scholars, including Fokkelman, Clines, and Sarna,
89
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sinfuL a view which is clearly contingent upon a negative characterization of humanity in
the Primeval History as a whole. If, however, humanity's motivations are not co loured by
this premise then their actions can speak for themselves. The possibility of being scattered
is real in their minds and the cause of much fear. If this is indeed the primary moti ation
for the city and tower, then these structures represent security, as doe remaining together.
The nuance, then, that the examination of character brings to the narrative is that the
people of Babel simply wish security, a basic desire common to most people.

Narrator

The narrator is another major aspect to be analyzed when using literary criticism.
Gunn and Fewell maintain that the Jewish people of the ancient world saw a distinction
between the author and the narrator and cite the book of Esther as well as the works of the
historian Josephus as examples where the author clearly speaks in the voice of a narrator.
As a result, Gunn and Fewell ··urge the reader of biblical narrative, therefore, to observe
that the narrator is not the author but a fictional construct.'.91 The narrator is, then, seen
more as a character within the natTative than someone outside it. He is an integral part of
the narrative as we, the reader, essentially see through his eyes; he shows us what he
wants to show us and omits what he deems superfluous.
The reliability of the narrator is an issue with which literary critics must deal. A
noted in the section dealing with direct characterization, a narrator's judgment of a
character is rare but it does happen. Therefore we must look at whether or not the reader
can trust these characterizations. Gunn and Fewell cite Meir Sternberg as one who
•n Gunn and Fewell. Narrative, 52.
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maintains that th narrator is completely reliable and "'does not make mi takes, give false
or unintentionally mi sleading information, or deliberately deceive us.'m Gunn and Fewell
believe thi s statement needs moditications in order to be totally accurate. First, the
narrative unit must be detined for if Genesis - 2 Kings was believed to be one unit and
therefore have one narrator, then the contradictions within the narrati ve wo uld show that
the narrator cannot be reliable. Therefore, narrati ve are broken down into smaller units
where it is clear that the narrative voice does not change. Secondly, the pos ibility that the
nan·ator is using irony to confuse the reader is rej ected. When these two stipulations are
included in the description of a reliable narrator, then Gunn and Fewe ll accept the
premtse.
Lyle Eslinger also discusses the role of the narrator, including his reliability.
Biblical authors normally use the construct of an external narrator to tell the tale.
According to Eslinger, because the narrator is outside the story, his reliability is absolute.
Eslinger maintains that '"the ' truths' revealed by means of the literary convention of an
external narrator who has unconditioned access to the truth are enshrined as real,
enduring, and guaranteed by God himself.'' 93 In the case of the tower narrative, it is clear
that the narrator is indeed external and outside narrati ve space and time. The city and
tower are built in the span of one verse showing he has no temporal con traints. Also, he
is aware of the thoughts and speeches of the deity. He gives no hints except for the ubtle
repetition of the word 'one' that what the people are doing is contrary to the wishe of
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Yahweh. As a result, when he reveals the actions of God aga inst the people the reader is
taken aback .

It is important that the narrator is outside the story in thi particular case. It shows
his independence of the people of Babel , that he is not part of the unwanted 'oneness'
perceived by the deity. l-Ie is not among the group in Babel , but neither is he sided with
God. As Eslinger points out, the external narrator is often neutral. This is against the
notion that the narrator takes on the evaluation of God maintained by Alter and Sternberg.
Eslinger writes in a footnote :
instead of ideological commitment supporting the deity that he desc ribes acting in
his story world, the external uncond itioned narrator is neutral, his interests being
to reveal the hidden workings of divine-human interaction and to understand.
Understand ing: that is central. The simple fact that so many of these insights
expose w hat God would keep hidden does, however, evoke, at least initial ly, a
certain sense of shock and repugnance from the reader who shares this view for
.
94
t he fitrst ttme.
Eslinger e laborates on this concept in chapter three of his book Into the Hands (?[

the Living God w here he goes into great detail about the true intentions of God as they are
revealed by the narrator. In Judges 1-2, 95 Eslinger contrasts God's monolog ue in Judges

2:20 with his announcement in 2:1-3. Due to the narrator's repetition in this chapter as
we ll as the explanations of earlier events causing narrated time to pause, verses 1-3 and
verse 20 are essenti a ll y simultaneous according to Eslinger. According to the covenant,
God was go ing to drive the o ri ginal people out of the land so that Is rae l may settle there,
yet thi s was not accomplished . In 2: 1-3 he tells the people that he will never break the
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covenant, yet to himself he says that the people have broken their commitment and that he
will not remove the people from the land. Israel, believing that the fa ilure to take the land
is due to their own sin , subsequently attempts to make amends.96 The narrator, however,
points out that the people have done nothing wrong. By stating that the actions of the
people were evil in the eyes of Yahweh, he disassociates himself from the evaluation. The
people are not to blame for their lack of commitment as it is stated that only those who
have witnessed God' s works are to be held to the covenant. After Joshua, the last adult
who ex perienced the exodus, died, the people wo uld have had no knowledge of God or
the covenant. Eslinger writes, ''if Yahweh wi shed to continue his affili ation with this
nation he will have to re-educate them in much the same manner that he educated their
forefathers in the exodus from Egypt. " 9 7
However, as the narrator makes clear, Yahweh is li kewise not to blame for not
selecting a leader after Joshua's death which would have maintained the covenant
because there was no one appropriate fo r the job. As a result, we see that the narrator is
giving the details of the event that would have otherwise remained unknown to the reader
had the tale been told by an author without the convention of a narrator who is privy to
such details. The narrator places no blame on either party; instead, he offers
·'understanding and insight, not evaluation or ex hortation.""98 Thus we see that the narrator
is presenting events in a neutral fashion, not taking on the evaluation of God to imply
depict the people as wrongdoers.
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E linger's analysis seems to lend itself well to the tower narrat ive. Just as I rae!
was not aware of the true reason why Yahweh did not remove the local inhabitants, the
people of Babel were not aware why they were scattered. Nowhere in the text does the
reader get a sense that the people are trying to deliberately thwart the will of God. This is
because, in my view, they are completely unaware of any divine will or even pre ence.
They cannot be held accountable for ignoring or disobeying a commandment if they were
not given the commandment in tirst place. This seems evident by Yahweh's reaction to
the people and their accomplishments. He does not react to them as if he has been
disobeyed; rather his reaction is one of non-judgemental observation. Thus, it seems that
the people of Babel were unaware that their actions could be perceived as being again t
the will of God . In Judges, the narrator is careful to show that no one is to blame fo r the
breakdown of the covenant. He counter Yahweh' s evaluation of the people's actions as
evil by di tancing himself from the words of God to remain neutral. In the tower
nan·ati ve, there is no such eva luation because the people had no knowledge of any
commandment and thus their actions cannot be considered wrong or sinful. Regard ing
Judges, Eslinger writes that if Yahweh wanted to continue hi s relationship with lsrael that
he would have to ·re-educate' them. I believe the same issue arises in Babel: if Yahweh
wanted the people to obey his commandment to till the earth as earlier generation had
been commanded to do, then he would have to reveal as much to the people of Babel.
Therefore, the narrator as externa l and there fore neutral reveals much about the narrati ve.
Fokkelman, in his di scussion of narrator, also examines levels of knowledge. The
narrator and God share the same level o f knowledge but who occupies the lower levels
differ tl·om story to story. Often the reader is next followed by the characters who occupy
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the lowest level o f knowledge. But there are times when the narrator reveals everything to
the reader when he ··prefer[s] certainty for his readers over creating and ex ploiting
suspense'"99 and times when he gives no info rmation and the reader is on the same level a
those in the tory who are completely unaware of what i going on. 100 The Tower of
Babel would fall into the latter category where the characters as well as the reader are
lacking fund amental knowledge. Neither could anticipate Yahweh's reaction to the
people thus both are left wondering as to what exactly happened.
Fokkelman continues hi s discussion on the narrator by stating that he rarely
provides the so-called ' moral of the story.' Rather, the narrator wants the reader to think
about the moral implications of his text. By making the reader think, he draws him or her
further into the story he weaves which again emphasizes the active rather than pa sive
manner of reading and interpreting. ··1n this way,'' Fokkelman writes, "'we educate
ourselves further, while the story, through the moral, legal and religious challenges
arising from its unique events, confront us with the question of what we are prepared to
accept, and what not.'' 10 1 Thus, depending on our own biases and attitudes, what we get
from the Tower of Babel, the Bible, or with literature in general, greatl y varie from the
pessimistic outlook of '"watch out, God can strike at any time,'' to a more positive view of
..God is looking out for our best interest.'' As Fokkelman writes, .. long live diversity there may be more than one truth.'' 102
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Gunn and Fewell discuss the nammg of characters by the narrator a having
signi ticance. They maintain that it ··may indicate a person's work or social role or
statu ." 103 One of the examples they cite is when the narrator refers to Ruth as 'the
Moabite' which they believe points to her foreignness. This narrati ve trait may apply to
Genesis II : 1-9. In the tower narrative, the narrator always refers to the people as ·they'
giving the narrati ve an impression of universality and emphasizing the unity of the
people. They have no specific identity other than being one single group. Yahweh also
refers to the people usi ng the generic ' they.' The only exception occurs in II :5, the
pivotal verse according to the concentric structure that will be di scussed in the following
chapter, where the narrator calls them "the sons of men'

(m~;-;

'JJ). Th is epithet, whi ch is

the sole instance where the phrase is used in the Torah, emphasizes the people's
independence of God. This is not the story of one man but of humanity. They are in a
sense removed from the reality thus far depicted, the sons of the mortal world devoid of
the di vine presence.
The neutrality of the narrator, then, is an important feature in the tower narrati ve.
He does not side with either the people or with God allowing the reader to judge for him
or herself the igniticance of the tale. Had the narrator begun by reiterating that Yahweh
was stri ving for diversity, then the reader wo uld know straight off that Yahweh wo uld
di sapprove of the unity of the people. Instead, the narrato r begins with the people
encouraging the reader to see from their point of view on ly later showi ng Yahweh's
assessment of the situation. By structuring the narrative in this manner, the narrator not
only builds suspense because the reader is unaware of the potential complication. but also
103
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allows the reader to first relate to the people and, lastly, to see the ituation ll·om the point
of view of the deity, what Rimmon-Kenan calls the ·recency effect. ' Thi s results in a
well-told story presented in a careful and compact way.

Lang uage and Plot

The third aspect literary critics examine is language. Literary critics maintain that
writers never use language arbitraril y, that their word choice is often signiticant. As Alter
write
Writers put together wo rds in a certain pleasing order partl y because the order
pleases but also, very often, because the order helps them re tine meanings, make
meanings more memorable, more satisfyingly complex, o that what is well
wrought in language can more powerfull y engage the world of events, values,
. end s. 104
I1llman and d .tvtne
Repetition is one of the principal ways in which biblical authors use language to convey
meaning. It can be used to give structure to a narrative, in the construction of a character,
or for emphasis. 105 Repetition of the same word or phrase is often signi ficant to the
narrati ve, but minor variations can also be significant. This can be een in an aspect of the
tower narrati ve mentioned above. Throughout the narrati ve, the people of Babel are
referred to as 'they' or ' the people' ; they are nameless and uni versal. But, in the central
verse, they are called ·the sons of men.' This variation of the way in which the people are
referred to draws further attention to the central, or pivotal verse, and gives the reader a
characterization o f the people of Babel, name ly of being united.
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Bar-Efrat writes that since biblical authors are so ter e every word i meaningful.
"Con equently," Bar-Efrat maintains, ··it is appropriate to pay attention to even the
minutest detail of biblical narrative and to their linguistic features."' 106 He goes into great
technical detail of stylistic devices including categories of sound and rhythm, word
meaning, and repetition of words. Words that are repeated many times in a small number
of verses are called ·'key words.'' A key word .. reveals the meaning and the implicit
message of the nan·ative, without adversely affecting its pure artistic form in any way.'' 107
Bar-Efrat cites the example of "brother'' in the Cain and Abel narrative which occurs six
times in four verses. Therefore, in the Babel narrative, the word ·'one," which occurs lour
times in two of the nine verses, is a key word. As Eugene Combs note , with the
appearance of the word .. one" we are reminded of Genesis 2: 18 when God told the man it
is not good to be alone

(ilJ.? t:llt\;-t

n·,;,

J.·o-t-\?).

108

Though the words .. one" and ..alone"

differ, the meaning is the same and we are told that the condition of being alone, or one,
is not good. As a result, when the people of Babel are repeatedly associated with the word
"one,'· we, as the reader, are aware that the people will not be allowed to continue as they
are. Just as Yahweh intervened to assure Adam would no longer be alone. God intervenes
at Babel to a! ter the state of the ..oneness .. of the people.
Fokkelman·s work is a good example of the use of sophisticated literary
techniques to di scern the meaning of the narrative. He writes that the author is speci ~ic in
what and how he writes; therefore the interpreter must not "neglect studying the ingenuity
106
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of form . Through such work , he will ga111 insight into the structure which govern the
word s, a structure which will be seen as the motor of the narration and the narrator' s
view.'' 109 It is Fokkelman· s study of the language of the Tower of Babel that guides his
interpretation. In his close reading of Genesis II , he sees two structures (one parallel and
the other concentric) which, according to Fokkelman, emphasize the crime and
punishment aspect of the narrative. The repetition of words and sounds ha a significant
bearing on the context. As mentioned in chapter one, Fokkelman points out the repetition
of the words ·name' (ow) and 'there· (oiL') which emphasize the ·s-m ' sound. The sole
point of thi s repetition is to highlight the word ·heavens'

( o·~w).

In Fokkelman· s view,

this shows that humanity is not satistied with the earth and has its eye on the heavens.
Furthermore, the word ' tower'

CnJ.~),

he asserts, points to this same conclusion in that it

would bring the word ·great' {"i1J.) to mind and shows that humanity yearns for greatnes .
In my view, it is the repetition of the key word ·one· as well as the repetition of
the pronouns referring to the people (us, ourselves, they, them) as a single group which
more accurately points to the meaning of the narrative. These words are so prevalent that
one cannot fail to notice the narrator's intent to emphasize this unity. It is unity that the
people have and desire to maintain; it is what Yahweh remarks upon when he descends,
and what he obj ects to and consequently alters. Though this point may seem minor, I
consider it to be vital to the understanding of the narrati ve. Alter wrote:
the authors of the biblical narrati ve astutely discovered how the sli ghtest strategic
variations in the pattern of repetition could serve the purpo es of commentary,
analysis, foreshadowing, thematic assertion, with a wonderful combination o f
subtle understatement and dramatic force. 11 0
109
11 0
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The Tower of Babel is a perfect example of this sort of fundamenta l repetition as both
characters, the people and Yahweh, as we ll as the narrator comment on the ·oneness' of
the people. It i variously viewed as the desi rable state of being, undesirable tate or being
and as a neutral state of being respectively.
meanmg

IS

111

It is with the ubtle use of language that

conveyed. that provides clues to the reader as to the significance of the

narrative.
The importance of language, there fore, cannot be overstated. The bi blical author i
not only interested in telling a story, but in creating a piece of literary art. It is his method
of manipul ating language that allows fo r subtle nuances of meaning which transforms the
story into art. The language of the Tower o f Babel wi ll be more thorough ly examined in
the following chapter.
Plot, according to Bar-Efrat, can be defined as a ··meani ngful chain of
interconnected events.'" 112 Establishing the beginning and end ing is the l~rst step of
examining the plot which is generally described as having an exposition, climax and
resolution. These boundaries are often, but not always, clearl y defined. Gunn and Fewell
cite several examples of biblical narrati ves where the exposition is missing as seen in the
book of Jonah or narrati ves that have more than one conflict and resolution most often
occurring in longer biblical tales.
Both Bar-E frat and Amit refer to the tower narrati ve when discussing the aspect of
plot. Bar-E frat di vides the narrati ve into two acts, one contrasting the other. The ti rst half
( 11 : 1-4) deals wi th the realm of humanity while the second half (11:5-9) deals with the
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divine. "This structure upports the content of the narrative," writes Bar-E frat, ··dealing as
it does with action and counteraction while at the same time bringing into prominence the
immense difference between the two sides, man and God."" 113
Amit uses the Tower of Babel as an example of the pediment structure of plot
which includes the complication, change and unraveling (which i bordered by the
beginning and ending creating a five-stage structure). In this configuration, the change is
featured at the top of the pediment and therefore emphasis lies within it. The complication
is the plan to build the city and the tower. The change, then, according to Amit is when
Yahweh descends and decides to prevent the building project.''"' The unraveling is
Yahweh 's action against the people. Though this is not. nor is it meant to be, a detailed
examination of the narrative, it does delineate the various stages of plot.
When di cussing the exposition, Bar-Efrat writes ··it should be emphasized that in
general no information is included in the exposition which does not have a definite
function in the development of the action." 115 Bar-Efrat follows this by stating that
information about characters is often repeated in the body of the narrative. As the tower
narrative is quite briet: there are only a couple of pieces of information which contribute
to the development of the plot, and only one of these is repeated. This is, of course, the
fact that the people have one language, stated in the opening verse and repeated in I I :6. It
is the tirst characteristic of the people de cribed by the nanator, and it is the first thing
Yahweh notices when he descends to examine what the people have done. Bar- frat
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or

concludes, ··the information in the exposition frequently serves to emphasize matters of
importance or hint at implied meanings."" 116 Thus, according to his theory, the onen ss of
the people is shown once again to be important not only by its repetition as a key word
but also by its inclusion in the exposition. Fokkelman reiterates this concept when he
writes, ·'the biblical narrator only uses detail if they are functional to his plot."" 117
Amit states, in the final stage of the plot '"the consequences of the change are
revealed.'' 118 In Genesis II: 1-9, the situation of the people has completely reversed !"rom
beginning to end. They are no longer one but have been scattered over the world. Their
language is no longer the same but has been ·confused' which compounds their division
because if they were to overcome their geographical separation and once again unite, their
language barrier would still isolate them. The Primeval History, then, ends with the
forced acceptance of the divine commandment to ti ll the earth.
The plot, therefore, serves as a way for the biblical author to tructure his narrative
in a way that artistically emphasizes the various important features of the narrative. In the
tower narrative, the scenes are divided equally between the people and Yahweh allowing
for a contrast between both sides. The central verse acts as a pivot and bridges the two
scenes. It is in this turning point where Yahweh descends that the reader realize that
someth ing more is going on than a deceptively simple tale about the establishment of a
city. Here we learn that the actions of the people demand Yahweh's immediate attention
followed by a perspective switch. Once the reader is aware of Yahweh's point of view the
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meanmg of the narrative, namely diversity over unity becomes clear. The chiastic
structure of the tower narrative wil l be discussed in detail in the following chapter.

Conclusion
Thus, it is c lear that literary critics, by closely exammmg the text which is
accepted, perceive patterns that may not be apparent by using other methodologies. With
these patterns identified, meaning emerges. By analyzing the characters, the reader gets a
sense of their motivations. The narrator provides neutrality to the events which gives the
reader a chance to judge the characters for themselves. The language as we ll as the plot
add to or give structure to the text, emphasizing significant details and ultimately
establishing meaning. An example of a literary methodology to discern an over-arching
literary pattern is the subject of the next chapter.
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C hapter 3 - Structural Arrangement

N ow that we have seen how lite rary critics approach a text, we can apply these
techniques to the tower narra ti ve. T he impo rtance o f the analys is o f c haracter, narrator,
language and plot has been establis hed. He re I w ill examine an aspect of both plot and
language, the structura l arra ngement. All of these literary devices, especia ll y plot and
language, emphasize not o nl y the unity of the tex t (which was und er attack by scho lars
such as G unke l), but also its arti stry. In thi s cha pter I will examine in deta il the structure
o f Ge nesis I I: 1-9. T his narrati ve is a pe rfect example of a structura l arrangement that
shows the unity and a rtistry of biblical w riting. As Fokke lma n writes, .. the Hebrew
storyte lle rs must have rece ived excellent literary tra ining, as time and again they
demo nstrate a strong preco nception of form, and consummate mastery o f it at all these
levels [from sounds, words a nd sentences to paragra phs, scenes, to ri es, acts, and cycles
to books].'"119 T he use of repetitio n, the importance of w hi ch was d iscussed in the
previo us chapte r, is a n essential ling uistic feature of the He brew Bible. T he overa rching
pattern in Genesis II : 1-9 is a chiasti c o ne (A B C D E D' C' B' A'). As I will demonstrate,
thi s pattern, as well as para lle l patterns (A B C - A' B' C'), .. is a struc tura l application and
ex plo itati on of repetition .'"

120

Fokke lman cautions, howeve r, that it is impo rtant not to fo rce a pattern o nto a
text. He no tes that this is often done by inexpe ri enced exegetes who see patterns where
no ne ex ist, as we ll as by scholars who fo rce patterns o nto a tex t in o rder to prove an
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already existing interpretation. To avoid such pitfalls, Fokkelman recommends
interpreters be self-critical. To that end, he details two ways in which to verify the
authenticity of a structural arrangement:

··cI) demonstrable relations are present that (2)

yield a better understanding of the text and point to new meanings."' 12 1 Thus, for example,
A and A' must correspond to each other. This correspondence can be categorized either
by similarity, contrast or a combination of both. As we will see in the structure below, all
of the pairings how a distinct contrast from the fundamental division of the narrative.
The first four units deal with humanity and the final four units deal with the divinity.
Lastly. Fokkelman writes that there are two types of demonstrability: hard and soft. Hard
demonstrability is strict repetition whi le soft demonstrability is a .. connection based on
semantic simi larity, i.e. correspondence ofmeaning."' 122 As wil l be discussed below, all of
the pairings in the tower nanative include hard repetition often with multiple repetitions
of keywords which al l contribute to the overall meaning of the text. As each pairing is
examined, it wi ll become clear that the structure I have outlined below is indeed valid
according to Fokkelman's criteria.
Another imp01tant feature of this narrative is its chia tic structure. Chiasmus is
defined as ··a passage in which the second part is inverted and balanced against the tir t.
Chiasmus is thus a type of antithesis.'' 123 It is the inversion and the balance that is
emphasized when defining and identifying chiasmus. The inversion is structural and
therefore more easi ly identitied whereas the balance element is
12 1

trictly literary and
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consequently has a subj ective aspect to it. According to John Welch, subjective judgment
is required to match individual wo rds within pairings. It is up to the interpreter to
determine what the author has emphasized using his structure. An interpreter, however,
cannot imply enforce a chiastic structure onto a narrative, it is on ly there fo r hi m/her to
discover, not to impose. As Welch writes, .. key wo rds, echoes, and balancing should be
distinct and should serve defined purposes within the structure.'' 124 Simply put, meani ng
can be found within form. It is the existence of a chiasmus that provides cl ues to the
reader that the antithetical elements are essential to the significance of a narrative.
The function of chiasmus is three fold: it is artistic, practical and, perhaps most
importantl y, it provides emphasis or meaning. Chiasmus also erve a practical purpose.
Repetition that is inherent in such a structure not onl y emphasizes the impo rtance of
certa in themes, but there is also a mnemonic aspect which was important during the times
when the literature was transmitted orally. However, its primary characteristic is that ·•it
systematically serves to concentrate the reader" s or hearer's interest on the central
ex pression.'' 125 Modern readers expect literature to be linear which is perhaps why it took
so long fo r scholars to notice the ex istence of chi asm us which, in turn, led to the proper
understanding of many biblical texts. Now, readers know to look to the centre for
meaning. Welch writes that the growing awareness of chiasm us is one of .. the most
salient developments in the study of ancient literature over the past few decades.'' 126 Let
us now turn back to the tower narrati ve and what its structure reveals.
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The narrati ve

IS

characteri zed by a chiastic structure (typically employed

In

Hebrew poetry and narrati ve) as foll ows:
one language
settled
unity
future unity
.. one··
future unity
disunity
cattered
multiple languages

all the earth was one language
B they dwe lled there
C let us make bricks
D build ourselves a city and a tower
E Yahweh' s descent
D' the people are one
C' let us go down and confuse
B' Yahweh cattered them
A ' Yahweh confused the language
A

The first 4 sections (A, B, C, D) deal with the human realm. and the sense of unity
is unmistakable. All humanity has one language, and together they have migrated from
the east to arri ve in one place, Shinar, where they decide to build a city and a tower. After
the people reveal their intention to build a c ity and a tower, Yahweh descends (E). The
final 4 sections (A', B', C', D') deal with the systematic reversal of the opening verses;
Yahweh, step by step, erases what humanity has done.
Section A describes how the world is one language (literall y, ·'one lip.. (nnl\

;-J ~ili)

and ..one word'' (0'1nl\ O'l::l11)). Section B shows that, perhaps because of their "one··
language, they have settled in one place, the land of Shinar in the east. Section C shows
their unity as they begin a massive building proj ect. The outcome of this unity is clearly
shown in the following section (D) with the construction of the city and a tower that
reaches the heavens. This is by no means a minor feat and should be recognized as a
major triumph. Only with an entire community working tirelessly together could such a
massive building project be accomplished. It is not merely the physical effort that is
impressive here, but also the united e fforts to complete such a monumental task. This
tower is what a united humani ty conceives of and is able to achieve.
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Part One
A

A'

And all the earth had one language and

Therefore its name is called Babel because there

one words.

Yahweh confused the lang uage of alithe earth and
from there Yahweh scattered them upon the face of
a// the earth .

In section A, all the world was ..one lip'" (nnl\ ;"J:JIV) and ..one word .. (D'1nN D'1J11); section
A' reverses that situation when Yahweh '·con fuses .. (??J ) the language of the people.
Section A', relates how all the earth has been scattered fo llowing the confusion of
language; thi s is the new circumstance in which humanity lives, and i directl y opposed to
the circumstance described in A, i.e., that the eat1h has one language. The people. once
united. are now characterized as '·scattered'' (n:J) and ..confused.. (??J ). The systematic
reversal is complete, the situation neutralized. This is what Fokkelman call s hard
repetition. '·AJI the eat1h" ( f1N;"J- ?J) appearing once in A and twice in A', as well as dual
appearance of the word ·Janguage.'
In A, 'all the earth" re fers to the people as does the first occurrence of the phrase
in A' though first they are united and in the end they are scattered. However, the second
occurrence of the phrase refers to the land rather than the people.

ccording to

Fokkelman, references to time and space al so help structure a narrati ve and here there are
numerous spatial terms which reinforce the chiasmus delineated above. Thus we can ee
how the spatial terms revea l another level of the narrati ve. In thi way, the Tower o r
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Babel can be viewed as a journey, in fact a redirected journey. Even Yahweh i depicted
as a ource of movement and it is of course the deity who redirects the people's journey.
Ellen van Wolde maintains that the phrase 'all the earth,' as it opens and closes
the narrative, points to the fact that the tower narrative centres on the earth rather than the
people. The people have done nothing wrong, but Yahweh scatters them lor the good of
the earth. She writes:
the human desire is positive, that is, even in our modern eva luation we are
inclined to consider it as good that the human beings are striving to be social and
communicative, that they want to be one and united ; there is nothing wrong with
that, from the human point of view. Nevertheless it turns out to have negative
consequences tor the earth and God acknowledges here the earth as a subject in its
own right. 127
Though I agree that the people have committed no crime and were indeed scattered to
bring an end to their unity and to till the earth, I believe van Wolde goes a tep too far in
arguing that the earth is the main focus of the narrative. The people are clearly the core of
the story in terms of the repetition of the pronouns referring to them; they are the actors in
the tir t half of the narrative and the recipients of the action in the second half. In fact.
two of the ti ve times when the narrator uses the phrase 'all the earth,' I believe he is
indeed referring to the people ( 11: I and II :9a). I also agree with van Wolde that there is a
reciprocal relationship between the people and the earth, but it is the people, rather than
the earth, whom the writers of Genesis 1-1 I hold as the central tigures.

127

Ell en van Wolde, "Facing the Ear1h : Primeva l Hi story in a New Perspective," in The World 1?{
Genesis: Persons. Places. Perspectives, eds. Philip R. Davies and David J. A. Clin es. ( hcfTicld : Sheflield
Aeadem ic Press, 1998), 46.
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Part Two

8

8'

And in their journey from the east, they

And Yahweh cattered them from there upon the

found a plain in the land of Shinar and they face of a ll the eatt h and they topped building the
dwe lled there.

city.

Unit 8 desc ribes " all the eat1h"' (fll'\:1-?J) settling in the land of hina r; 8' reverses that
action by describing how Yahweh ·'scatte red" (f· !:l) them. Confus ing the ir lang uage,
accompli shed in secti on C', was ins uffic ie nt to quash the unity o f the people: more d ra tic
measures are required . 8 and 8' are not o nl y the mati cally connected by the co ntrast of the
acti ons depicted (settling and scattering) but also thro ugh the hard repetitio n o f the word
'·there" (l:l1ll). First they settled "there" and tinally are scattered "fro m there" ( l:l1ll~).
ote a lso the spati al term s. ln 8 , the unity of place is emphatica ll y establi shed .
Indeed , in this one verse the re are fi ve references to one place (east, pla in, land, S hinar,
there) and three verbs describing how the people first emba rked on a journey to find a
place and tina ll y to dwell the re. In 8', in contrast to a ll the spati a l te rm s in 8 , the people
are sc attered · from there· to across the earth destroying their unity o f place.
Kikawada po ints o ut that the re are o nl y two words in 8' (' them · {l:lnN) and ·and
they stopped· (?i n' )) that do not appear earlier in the narrati ve. A ll o f the remaining
words thus form an a ntithesis to the earlier po int in whi ch the word or phrase a ppeared .
·scattered ' and ' upon the face of the earth' a lludes to D whe re the people expressed fear
of this possibility. ·Yahweh · is the characte r behind the acti on in thi

ecti on. ' T here·

(mv) according to Kikawada, "is a key word used in v 2 and e lsewhe re whi c h now
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underlines the heightened theme of the land.'' 128 And, tinall y, the phrase ·building the
city' (i'Y;i mJ.'?) refers back to D where the people first expressed their desire to build a
city which now has come to an end (" and they stopped' (1'?i n'1)). Thus we can see the
extreme compactness, the careful and artistic use of language, of the narrati ve, especially
as seen in this verse.

Part Three
C

C'

A nd a man aid to hisji·iend. --come let us

Come. fetus go down and confuse there their

mold brick and burn them thoroughly."'

language so that they w i II not hear the language of

A nd they had bricks for stone and bitumen

his.fi-iend."

they had for mortar.

The unity that is emphasized in section C is then countered in section C' by the
confusion of the language. In C, the narrator notes the speech of a man ''to his fri end"
(mYi -'?~)

and the result of the speech (i.e., the materials necessary for their building).

Language is the symbol of their unity, and the means by which they ac hieve their goals.
The people state, --come let us make bricks'' (;iJJ.'?J ;iJ.;i) in proposing the bui Iding proj ect,
the physical representation of their unity. .In C', Yahweh mimics their wo rds by also
saying, --come, let us go down" (;iiiJ ;-JJ.;-J). This draws a distinct parallel between the two
verses using hard repetition where the actions depicted in the initial verse are

Isaac K ikawada, ..T he Shape of Genesis I I : 1-9,'' in Rhetorical Criticism: Es.\·(~rs in Honor Of'
James !lluilenhurg , eds. Jared J. Jackson and M art in K essler ( Pittsburgh: T he Pickw ick Press, 19 74). 25 .
12
K
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counteracted and contrasted in the corresponding verse. 129 Furthermore, God al o repeats
the word ·friend' (m:.n). In C, the idea of unity, or more specificall y community, is
evoked. Humanity is working together for a common goal and kin hip is implied. When
Yahweh uses that same word, such an implication is completely mis ing. Yahweh does
not want unity or community. It is quite the opposite, in fact, as he plainly wants divi ion.
ot only will the people be unable to understand one another's speech, but as a resul t will
not address each other as ·friend. ' Without community, there can be no tl·iendship. Lastly,
in both C and C' the verbs describe a proposed course of action first by the humans then
by God, this is the planning stage.
Some scholars, including Fokkelman, believe that Yahweh' s choice of words here
is ironic. Fokkelman writes, "'what a blow, what disillusion for man and his plans, which
are, as it were, ridiculed tl·om within by God singing with the people and worki ng a~ainsl
them. In fact, the humour is subtle, corroding irony.'" 130 As discussed in the first chapter,
Fokkelman, among many others, believes that this natTative detail s the hubris of humanity
and is essentially a tale of crime and punishment. For Fokkelman, human ity's attempt to
reach heaven by way of their tower is ironic, or at least so incomprehensible so as to be
laughable. God uses humanity's own words in a mocking tone to show that their effort
pales in comparison with his own capabilities. However, when discussing 0 ', Fokkelman
cites the reason for Yahweh' s ac tion is that he fears what human ity is capable of, in other
words, Yahweh sees their unity as a threat. Fokkelman writes, ··how much he fears the

129

Many com mentators are perple:-.ed by the use of the plural '"us·· here (and cf. Gene is I :26 and
3 :22). A literary exp lanation, however. indicates that it is used to make the parallels stronger and more elfev ident.
J.>o Fokkelman, Narralive Arl. 14.
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creati vity of language and it

possibilitie

for man is evident in the rca on for his

intervention.'' 13 1 It is extremely unlikely that Yahweh would fear humani ty in D' and then
mock them in C'. Furthermore, although Yahweh is often portrayed as anthropomorphic
in Genesis, fear is never one of his characteri tic .

Part Four

D

D'

And they said, "come let us huild ourselves

And Yahweh said, .. behold, the people are one and

a city and a tower with its top in the

and they have one language./(Jr all <4"them and th i

heavens and let us make ourselves a name

i the beginning to make and now nothing will be

lest we are scattered upon the face of all

impossible fen· them all that they propo e to make.

the Earth ."

If in

D humanity wa

capable of achieving

im pres ive

technological

accomplishments, D' describes Yahweh's vision of what a united humanity is capable of,
namely, anything that they put their mind to. The text is charac teristically laconic here
and no detail s are given as to what Yahweh might mean by ··nothing will be impossible''
(1:::!:r-N7) for humanity. Perhaps, it is not what they can do but simply the l~1c t that they

can do it that is at issue here. Again we see hard repetition. Both sections begin with the

verb 'said '

(1~N),

include ·make'

(;i ili~)

in D once and in D' twice and two prono uns each.

In D, the peopl e say ·for ourselves · (1J7) twice and Yahweh says ·for all of them' (o?:>?)
and · for them all '

13 1

( D;i~

7:>). The contrast is clear; both sections represent completely

Fokkelman. w ·rutil>e Art. 28.
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opposmg viewpoints on the des ired ruture of the people. The people want to remam
together in the city they are building, and Yahweh, as we

l~nd

out in the following

section, wants to separate them so that they may till the earth. The reason behind his
reaction i never quite explained but the most promising clue is round in section

, the

central and pivotal section of the chiasmus. As in the previous section, several action
words occur in D and 0'. In D, the people quickl y build themselves a community. In D'
all the actions words refer to hypothetica l actions that the people are capable of doing.
In D' we also have the appearance of the word ·behold" (:1J;"1). Berlin and
Fokkelman both discuss the variant uses of this word in the Bible. When it is used by the
narrator its basic function is to indicate point of view, to show that the narrator is
perceiving events through a particular character's eyes. Similarly, ·behold' can also
denote a shift in point of view from one character to another, what Berlin refers to as
showing a di tTerent camera angle. 132 When, however, it is used in direct discourse, its
purpose is to focus attention on what the speaker is saying. In this way, according to
Berlin, · behold ' is better translated as ·look!' The latter is theca e in section D'. Though
Yahweh is not speaking to anyone, it is still direct discourse rather than narration. Like
the examples cited by Berlin, Yahweh·s word are intended to draw the hearer·s attention
(in thi s ca e the reader as Yahweh·s peech i essentially an interior monologue and no
characters can hear him) to the significance of his words, namely, as stated above, that
what Yahweh perceives as he descends is the unity of the people in terms of their
language and place.

132

Adele Berlin. Poetics and Interpretation r?l Bihlica/ Narrative. 2d ed . (Indiana: Eisenbrauns.

1994). 62.
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While D' i direct discour e, the other funct ion of the term detailing a shift in
point of view is still J-itting. In this verse, there is indeed a shirt from the realm of
humanity to that of God. Following Berlin· analogy. it can be de cri bed as the camera
being pulled back to see that the people are not alone and are being ob er ed by the deit ,
essentially switching from a close-up to a panoramic view.
While it is evident that sections A-D are systematically reversed in sections A'- 0 ',
we are still left with the question of why Yahweh intervened in the first place? In other
words. why exactl y did Yahweh --come down," and what exactly did he fi nd o troubling.
if anything at all? I believe that the tructure of the text is artfull y arranged so as to
provide a clue for Yahweh's intervention. This clue occur in section E. ection E i not
included in the parallels considered above. It describes the descent of Yahweh to see what
the sons of men have built. This is important in chiastic structures.

Par/ Fh'e

E
And Yahweh came down to see the city and the tower which the son o f men had built.

As we have een, it is the central verse which holds the key in a chiastic structure.
Welch write , ··an emphatic foc us on the center can be employed by a kil ful composer to
elevate the importance of a central concept or to dramatize a radica l shift of events at the
turning-point.'"133 Thi s pi votal verse stand out in many way . With the exception o f the
opening verse, it i much shorter than the remaining verse . Of the many repeated word
111

W elch. Chiasmus. I 0.
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and phrases, ·language: ·all the earth: as we ll as the pronouns referring to the people, do
not occur here. It is in 11:5 that the human and di vine realms are linked; it is essentially a
bridge between both worlds as well as between both sections or the narrative and it is
precisely this that is the '·radical shi ft of events." In Kikawada·s wo rds, .. the unique fifth
verse marks the crossover point of the nan ati ve, summarizing what has gone before and
forecasting what is yet to c01ne." 134 Kikawada points out that all o f the elements in this
·crossover point' can be linked to either the tirst halfo fthe narrati ve in the human section
or in the second half relating Yahweh's actions. The phrase ·Yahweh descends'(;,

:1' 11'1)

is linked to C' where Yahweh is again referred to as descending. The verb 'to see' (mn ?),
according to Kikawada, '·tinds its destination in another sensory verb
phrase ' the city and tower'

(? 1m:1-mt1 1 '17:1-nN)

as we ll as the verb ' builf

lll:)tZ.:'.''

(1JJ)

135

The

both re fers

back to the tirst half in D where each of these words appears. Lastl y, as Kikawada writes,
·'the unique

011\:1

retlects the signiticance of the human actors in Ep. 1.'' 136

Yahweh descends to earth to look in on his creation and to see the city and tower.
He does not descend to see what ' the people' or 'they' have built but rather what ' the
sons of men' have built. How, therefore, can we make sense of the u e of this one and
only appellation? Its singular usage again draws attention to thi pivotal verse, but the
name itself must also be significant, not only its appearance. We have already seen the
importance o r repeti tion, but as Alter writes, when changes occ ur, they .. can point to an
intensification, climatic development, acceleration, of the actions and attitudes initially
represented, or, on the other hand, to some unex pected, perhap un ettling, new revelation
"~ Kikawada. ·The Shape:· 30.
13

'
136

Ibid., 24.
Ibid., 24 .
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of character or plot.''

137

r

believe that the phrase emphasizes the people's unity,

anonymity and independence of God all of which causes the deity to act, and of which,
until now, the reader had no indication.
Fokkelman maintains that the narrative tells of the people's hubris which is
revealed by the height of the tower. 138 The alliteration of the phrase '·the sons of men
built" (ml'\;,

'J:J 1J:J)

emphasizes that the people are builders by nature, which for

Fokkelman is another piece of evidence as to humanity's high intentions. However, the
neutrality of the narrator who uses the phrase makes such a con nection unlikely. In each
example where humanity, or an indi vidual, has sinned and were described as wicked or
evil. it is Yahweh who judges them so. When, for example, Yahweh decided that
humanity was corrupt beyond all hope and determined to fl ood the earth, humanity was
aid to be corrupt in the eyes of God.

139

Thus, it is Yahweh who makes such values

judgments and the narrator always maintains neutrality. There fore is seems doubtful that
the narrator would prove to be the mouthpiece of the deity here and nowhere else.
The importance of the phrase does not point to what they are building or that they
are builders but that they are singular in their purpose, one group wo rking together for a
common purpose. Many factors have shown that unity is what is at issue here. The
repetition of the key words ·one' may be the most obvious indication that Yahweh finds
their unity problematic. Furthermore. what is Yahweh altering? It i of course the
people's unity of place and language. If Yahweh were indeed incensed by or even fearful
of the ex istence of the city and tower as Fokkelman maintains, would scattering the
7

Alter. The Art,97.
us ee chapter one fo r details.
119
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1.1
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people truly address the problem? The ract that they are builders plays no part in
Yahweh's assessment of the people. I agree with Alter when he writes or Fokkelman that
he "gives us some brilliant analysis of formal patterns in the Hebrew prose and of how
they function thematically; but he also how a certain tendency to interpreti ve overkill in
his explications. at times discovering patterns where they may not be.'' 140
Not only does the phrase ·sons of men' emphasize their unity and anonymity but
also their perceived independence from God. The pivotal verse being a link between the
human and divine realms also demon trates thi . In the first four ver es, only the people
exist with no thought of, or intervention by, God. Yahweh is simply not mentioned. Here,
however, though they may think they are in control of their li ves. both Yahweh and 'the
sons of men· inhabit the same verse and indeed the same world. The reader learns, just as
the people do, that how humanity conducts their lives depends on the approval of God
and, whether or not one feels the presence of God, he is there ready to enforce his cosmic
plan. As will be argued in the fourth and tina! chapter, there is a link between the ti rst and
last human-related scenes in the Primeval History, namely the Garden of Eden narrative
and the tower narrative. In that earlier narrati ve the woman also decided to make up her
own mind with regards to the forbidden tree rather than si mply accepti ng the tree a otT
limits without question. This perceived independence of God, the desire to choose for
oneself, which tree to eat or whether or not to live united, is among the reasons which
cause Yahweh to act but, as will be argued in the next chapter, not to punish.
Yahweh' s act or scattering the people to till the earth also has another purpose:
that of establishing proper relationship between peoples. As I have emphasized, it is the
110
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peoples' unity which Yahweh f·i nds problematic when it i di versity and properl y
maintained boundaries that Yahweh deems necessary. Creation is a classic example.
everal scholars, including Alter, Fokkelman, and Sternberg, maintain that Genesi 2 is
not a second creati on story but rather a more detailed account o f the creation of
humanity. 141 Other scholars further state that the same is true for the tower narrati ve.
Sarna writes, ··the Babel narrati ve is thus in the tirst plac etiological and complementary
to the preceding chapter; it provides the necessary historical background." 142 The tower
narrative does not contradict the proliferation of humanity as it is re lati ng in the Table or
Nations but in tead depicts how these events came about. As such, after Babel when the
people have formed many diffe rent nations in Genesis I 0, it is repeated three times that
each group has its own land, language, family, and nation (10:5, 10:20, 10:3 1). They are
no longer one, but are rather separate each according to their own kind (:1J'?J?) as is
emphasized a proper and good during creation. 143 When viewed in this way, the phrase
·the sons of men· is again revealed to be an important key to the narrati ve. The people of
Babel are one group, essentia lly one fa mily. As Genesis I 0 details the various groups, it is
the sons or Noah, ( I 0: I, I 0:32), the sons of Japeth (1 0:2), the sons of Gomer ( I 0:3), the
sons of .Iavan ( 10:4), the sons ofl-lam ( 10:6, 10:20), the sons of' Cu h ( 10:7), the son of
Shem ( I 0:22, I 0:3 1), the sons of Aram ( I0:23), the sons of Joktan ( I 0:29) who emerge.
The people are now many famili es spread throughout the earth, separate and distinct. This
would make the opening and closing o f the Primeval History dealing, at least in part, with
14 1

See Alter, The Art, 14 1: Fokkelman, Reading, 124: Meir Stern berg, Th e Poelics 1J{ Bihlicul
Narrutive: Ideological Lileruture and !he Drama I!( Reading (Bloomington: Indiana Univers ity Press,
1987), 4 14.
1

2

~ Sarna. Underslanding. 67. Anderson al o argues this point, see Bernhard W. Anderson. From
Creal ion lo Nell' Creation: Old Teslame111 Perspecti1•es (M inneapolis: Fortress Press. 1994), 174 _
1 1
~ I :2 1, I :24. I :25.
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proper relation hips between all things, tirst

111

the creation of the earth, then with the

formation of the various nations.
Combs maintains that ·the sons of men' or ·of Adam' draws a distinct contra t
with the beginning of Genesis I 0 where the people are called ·the generation of the ons
of Noah. ' 144 According to Combs, 'generations' (m?.n) refers to people who have been
separated into fami lies and who are '·historical beings." 145 ·The sons of Adam' arc, on the
other hand, one single group and therefore cannot be referred to as the generations of
Adam. Combs writes ... if the men of· Gene is

X

have accepted their historicity, the men of

Genesis X I have rejected theirs. They seek their eternality.'" 146 Th refore Combs sees the
phrase as an indication of the people's intentions which are, in his mind, misguided. He
views their unity as a bad thing. lndeed, it is certainly possible that the term ·generations'
does refer to proper plurality and correspondingly its absence refers to improper
h"1ps. 147
.
re Iat10ns

We must now return to the heart of the matter. In section E. Yahweh descends to
see the city and tower built by the sons of men. Once there, Yahweh' first remark about
the people is they are ·'one'' (nnN). I le not only sees that the people are ·one' but also
hears this fact in their ·one' language. It is then that immediate action i taken to correct
the situation. As stated, I believe the problem lies in the people's unity. To get a better
grasp of this issue, it will be necessary to have a closer look at the tower narrative as seen
in the larger context as the conclusion to the Primeval History. When seen in this way, it
~~~Combs view Genesis I 0 and I I as linear, the nations first being separate in I 0 then coming
together in II rather than the tower narrative being a flashback to establ ish how the nations were divided as
I have stated .
1 5
~ Comb . Foundations, 4 10.
1 6
~ Ibid., 4 10.
1 7
~ ·Generations ' appears in 2:4. 5: I , 6:9, I 0: I and I I: I 0 and in each ca e unity is not a problem .
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becomes clear that the tower narrative is alluding back to the Garden of Eden narrative
where the man and woman undergo a process of maturation. I will argue that the people
of Babel develop in a similar fashion, though on a uni versal scale as Adam and Eve
mature on a personal level. It is thi s reading of the tower narrative as a story of
development that will be the focus of the following and tina! chapter.

78

Chapter 4 - Universal Development

As I argued in the previous chapter, a chiastic structure of Genesis II: l-9 aids in
revealing the meaning of the narrative. This structure highlights the central verse where
Yahweh descends to observe humanity. Nevertheless, we are left with two important
questions, ··why did Yahweh come down'"? and '·what caused him to scatter the people"'?
Many authors state that the people clearl y did something wrong, but exactly 11·hat remains
ambiguous. 148 ~~~ however, we do not assume that the scattering is a punishment on
account of ome sin, then much of the confusion of the narrative is eliminated: in other
words one cannot identify their sin because they have not committed one. As we have
seen, understand ing the narrative through the lens of '·sin-punishment'" does not
sufficien tly deal with all the nuances of the text. Many cholars, including Cassuto,
Clines, Fokkelman, and Skinner, maintain that the people are guilty of hubris. Others,
including Fretheim, Lim, Mauldin, and Westermann, argue that the people attempted to
a lter their created status by building the tower to reach the heavens. Neither of these
interpretations is directly supported by the text in that the people's actions are in no way
overtly sinful, and Yahweh's reaction cannot be described as a condemnation. Perhap

even more importantly, the idea of sin does not adequately deal with the clear focus of the
narrative, the unity of the people. If ··sin" does not adequately acco unt t·o r the meaning of
148
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the narrative or the account for the rea on Yahweh ··descended ... what might the narrative
concern? Perhaps a way to approach this question is to notice how the tower narrati ve
closely parallels the Garden of Eden narrative in Genesis 2-3. By comparing these
narrati ves we will b gin to see the glimmerings of a solution to our problem.
imilarities between the tower narrative and the Garden of Eden narrati ve, the
opening and closing human-related scenes of the Primeval History, have long been
recogni zed. 149 David Clines, while linking the two narratives in a literary manner. argues
that the sin of the people of Babel parallels the sin of Adam and Eve in the garden and
therefore Genesis 1- I I "exhibit[s] the common literary technique of inclusio, with the
final episode in the story of human sin repeating and balancing the ftrst.'' 150 I agree that
the two narratives are indeed linked, but the theme of sin is perhaps mi ing the point. As
I will try to demonstrate, the two narratives are linked thematicall y, structurall y, and
grammatically.
Isaac Kikawada is another who links the tower narrati ve with creation, although
his inclusio is with Genesis I more than with the garden narrative. He maintains that the
text is suffused with irony which becomes clear when it is placed into its larger context of
the Primeval Hi story. He writes that the original Hebrew audience wo uld have been
amused by the actions of the people or Babel depicted in the narrative, e pecially of their

14
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attempt to build a tower that could reach the heavens as well a their fear of being
scattered (given that the nomadic Hebrews would have been accustomed to such a
lifestyle). Though I di sagree with his interpretation of irony and puni hment , Kikawada's
structural and rhetorical anal ysis reveals many parallels both within the narrati ve (as
discussed in the previous chapter) as well as to Genesis 1-11 as a whole. He cites the
phrase ··upon the face of all the earth" (f1N:-J-7J
and "heavens''

( Ci'~ilt')

'J~-?l.7),

and the words ··humanity'' ( t:liN),

as some of the verbal Iinks between the first and last chapters of the

Primeval History. He also suggests that the "two peculiar rhetorica l reatures concerning
Divine speech are found in both; one is the direct Di vine discourse, and the other is the
plural verb referring to the singular di vine subj ect, ·'let us make man·· in I :26, and

··Habah , let us go down, let us confuse" in II :6." 15 1 According to Kikawada, the point of
the inc/usio is to show that the scattering o f the people fulfills the blessing o f Genesis
I :28 for humanity to t-ill the earth. His interpretation is there fore much di fferent than the
maj ority of commentators who view the scattering as merely a pun ishment. Kikawada
sees Yahweh's actions as ··a gracious act," and is along the same line as I will argue. 152
Verba l features link the tower narrati ve to the garden narrati ve including "one" (Nnn),
"name"

(CiiZt' ), "us," and "east'' (m p) which will be discussed below. But the si milarity

between 3:22 and II :6, specitically in Yahweh's wo rds, is noteworthy.

1 1
'

152

Kikawada, '"The Shape,"· 3 1.
Ibid ., 32 .
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3:22
And Yahweh God said (t:m7N ;-; ;-;' 1~N'1)
Behold (1;-;)
the man
is like one of us
knowing good and evil
and now (;-;m11)
he can become immortal

11:6

And Yahweh said (;-;1;-J' 1~N')
Behold (1;-;)
the people
are one
this is beginning of what they will do
and now (;-;m7 )
nothing will be impossible for them

Both ofthese direct discourses of Yahweh describe his reaction to the
development of humanity, first on an individual level and second ly on a collective one.
After the man and woman eat the fruit, the first thing they '·know" (l.li') is that they are
naked, suggesting that they have not attained any special '·insight'" (7Jw). By 3:22,
however, Yahweh recognizes that th y have not just reached adulthood, but also reached
a level of maturity or development which entai ls knowledge comparable to his own.
There is no reason to believe that this outcome was in any way unexpected for Yahweh.
Since Yahweh placed the tree of knowledge in the garden. it appears that his intention
was for the humans to eat of it, in other words, to mature when they were ready. 153 This
knowledge, according to Lyn Bechtel, entai ls general knowledge including moral ,
experiential and sexual knowledge. Bechtel writes, '"it is never knowledge that reaches
beyond the limits of human possibility. Eating the fruit of this tree wi ll symbolically

15

' Thi s argument was alluded to many year ago by the philosopher Imma nuel Kant. Kant" s
argument is helpful here in elucidating this key component of the story. For Kant. Eden represents life
guided by in tinct. Once reason enters into the human mind, symboli zed by the eating of the fruit. there is
no going back to the simplicity of a life led by the sen ses. Kant writes, " nature had now driven him fi·om the
safe and harmless state of childhood - a garden, as it were. which looked after hi s needs without any trouble
on his part (3 :23) - into the wide world, where so many cares. troubles, and unforeseen ills awaited him"
( Immanue l Kant,·' onjectural Beg inning of Human History," in On /-list01y . trans. Lewi White Beck.
Robett E. Anchor and Emil L. Fackenheim (Indiana: The Bobbs-Merri ll Company. Inc .. 1963). 59). Such a
transition is nothing less than freedom for Kant. Without this consciou choice. we would still be immature
human beings. Humanity was not meant for a simple existence in a garden paradise but one characterized
by procreation. at times by hardship. and. most impottantly. knowledge. Knowledge is not the result of sin
but of choice; the choice of knowledge which entails adversity over and above a life or ease and intell ectual
obi ivion (see page 56).
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begin the process of adolescent maturation, which can be characterized by the beginning
of sexual maturation and the development of awareness or oppositional lorces.'' 154 This
tree is forbidden to children but essential to prepare for life outside the garden. The notion
that the knowledge gained in the garden was the natural course tor human maturation i
important. It was not sinfully begotten with the intent to reach beyo nd their created status,
but a part of natural maturation.
The two narratives are indeed closely related but, as I will try to demonstrate, not
in the manner previously suggested by either Clines or Kikawada. Other interpretations
which regard both stories as dealing with sin and puni shment, also regard the punishment
tor both as expulsion, first from Eden, and then from Babel. However, with the sin and
punishment aspects removed, we get a very different reading from both narratives. The
Garden of Eden becomes a story of individual human maturation and the Tower of Babel
becomes a story concerning collective human maturation. The maturation theme is tirst
told on a personal level with Adam and Eve as they mature into adults then on a uni versal
level as humanity matures from a single, united culture to the diversified cultures of the
world. 155
The tower narrative, taken on its own and read closely, can be understood as
dealing with the theme of the clash between human and di vine aspirations, speci fically
humanity's wish tor unity and Yahweh 's wish tor diversity. As Alter writes, '·it is the
inescapable tension between human freedom and divine historical plan that is brought
154

Ibid ., 12.
The theme of maturation in the Eden narrative is the subject of L. Bechtel' illuminating essay
(Lyn M. Bechtel, "Genesis 2.4B-3.24: A Myth About Human Maturation,'' Joumalj(n·fhe S11tdy o(lhe Old
Testament 67 ( 1995)). I want to suggest that the maturation theme is al o evident in the tower narrative. We
are alerted to this allusion by a variety of literary clue in both narratives.
155
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forth so luminously through the pervastve repetitions of the Bible's narrati ve art.'' 156
However, when the narrative is seen in the larger context as the ending to the Primeval
History (Genesis 1-11 ), we get a fuller picture of the text. In fact our literary methodology
requires it; a Eslinger writes, we can "analyse a single scene by itself a long a the
reader bears in mind that the scene and its interpretation should ultimately be reintegrated
with the story.'' 157

These text also both record a moment when Yahweh is '"thinking out loud,''
addressing no one in patticular.

Interpreters often suggest that Yahweh's thought

111

these two places indicate his disapproval or even fear, 158 but it is possible that his
thoughts indicate something completely different. Just as Yahweh· words in 3:22 reflect
the man and woman's readiness to leave their childhood home of Eden behind due to
their maturing knowledge, now the people of Babel, who have developed the ability to
build cites and high towers, are ready to populate the earth as the divine mandate
stipulates. If the f-irst city established by Cain is characterized by violence, the city of

156
157

Alter. The Art. 11 3.
Lyle Eslinger, Kingship in Crisis: ,.! Close Reading of' / Samue/1-1 2 (Decatur: The

lrnond
Press. 1985), 45.
158
Some of the scholars who interpret Yahweh' words in 3:22 as par1 of the puni hment (i.e.
those who view Genesis 2-3 as relating the fall of humanity) are: U. Cassuto, A Commentwy on the Book ( ) l
Genesis Part/ (Jerusalem: Central Press, 1974): Gerhard von Rad. Genesis: A Commentwy, trans . John H.
Marks (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1972): David J. A. Clines, The Theme oj'the Pentateuch
(Sheffield: Sheffi eld Academic Press. 1978): Hermann Gunkel, Genesis, trans. Mark E. Biddle (Georgia:
Mercer University Press. 1997): Claus Westermann. Genesis I- ll: A Connnentw:l', trans. Joh n J. Scull ion
S.J. (Minneapo lis: Augsburg Publishing House. 1984): Similarly. some of those who read II :6 negati vely.
in terms of Yahweh either being fearful of what humanity may achieve or simply di appro ing of it. are: J.
P. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis: Specimens (~/Stylistic and Structural ri!W~l 'Sis. 2d ed. (England:
heftield Academic Press, 1991 ): Leon Ka s. "The Humanist Dream: Babel Then and Now." Gregoriu1111111
81 (2000): von Rad. Genesis; Gunkel, G enesis.
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Babel is characterized by cooperation. 159 Perhaps this is an indication that humanity has
learned to live in peace, at least for the time being. It is, then, these values that Yahweh
wished to spread throughout the earth; Yahweh does not want one large, unified
community, but many small r communities capable of working together for a united
purpose and of building a society. The people of Babel are armed with newfound
knowledge just as the man and woman of Eden are prepared for life guided by rea on.
Both of these divine speeches are followed by expu lsion.
It is the tower narrative's placement in the Prime al History as its concluding
account wh.ich gives it its ultimate significance. There are tive more clues which the
narrator includes in both natTatives in order that the reader may perceive the deeper
meaning of the tale. 160 These clues which are references to an earlier narrative in the
Primeval History not only add nuance but also reveal meaning in an undeniably artistic
and complex way.
The tive clues concern ( I) unity; (2) east; (3) the use ofthe plural; (4) disper al;
and (5) the use of direct speech. Unity is emphasized throughout the tower narrative and
has been discussed in detail in previous chapters. But unity is also an issue in the garden
narrative where the man and the woman are ..one'' flesh. A second clue concerns the
geographical location. The narrator relates that the people journeyed .. from the easr·
159

The cases of Enoch and Babel, however, cannot be viewed as one-dimensional. Cooperation
must also have been present for the completion of the first city. Also. it was in the city of Enoch where
music and metalwork began. The negative aspects of such unity as related to Babel will be discussed below.
160
The narrator, indeed, is loath to spe ll out the meaning preferring rather that the reader
partic ipate in the unfolding of his narrative creation. A Sternberg writes. the narrator "eli orders where he
could follow the natural order, conceals where he might reveal. twists a coherent action into incoherence.
challengi ng the reader to traighten out the incongruity by his own effort .. (Meir ternberg. The Poetics (?l
Bihlical Nurrative: !deologiwl Literature am/the Drama o/ReadinJ< (Bloomington: Indiana Univer ity
Press. 1987). 284).
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( Dlj?IJ).

Thi s small detail reveals much about the character of the people, namely that they

may come from the east, or have an '"easterl y'" character to them. East is where the
Garden o f Eden is located and where the man and the woman became '"one." A third clue
i the usage of the plural pronoun ·us' which recall s Genesis 3 where Yahweh al o
re fers to himself in the plural, i.e., "behold the man has become like one of us"
(1JIJIJ

1mo ;·p ;"i

011'\;"i l ;"i).

A fourth c lue deals with the Yahweh's reaction to the people,

namely, the fact that he ··scatters"' (f1:>) them. This is a thematic link to the garden
nan·ati ve where Adam and Eve are similarl y ·'sent fo rth'' (n?w). Though the words are not
the same the idea o f di spersal is evident in both narratives. A ti ft h and ti na I clue is the
use of direct discourse. In both the garden narrati ve and the tower narrative direct
discourse is used to emphasize the importance of the scene. With these live clues or
signs, therefore, the narrator is relating Babel to Eden thematicall y, structurally, and
grammaticall y. The narrati ve depicts the development of humanity on a universal scale
just as the narrati ve o f the Garden of Eden relates the development of two humans on a
personal scale from childhood to adulthood. Hence, Babel is only a starting point, a safe
haven in which society can develop, and cannot be a permanent home.

Unify

The unity of the people is without a doubt a major impetus in Yahweh' s decision
to scatter the people. The people' s will for unity clashes with the divine wi ll for diversity.
While we are not ex plicitly told what Yahweh' s specitic problem wi th the people is, the
issue of their unity is clear enough. The uni ty of the people is the lirst thi ng he notices
when he descends to earth, and Yahweh's thoughts, related in direct speech, gives them
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extra force. The unity o f the people is tre sed throughout the narrati ve by the repetition
of the word ·one' as well as other wo rds and pronouns referring to the people as a
uni versal, single group. The exposition of biblical narrative, as discussed in the second
chapter, does not include info rmation that i not pertinent to the plot. It is not si mply unity
that is related in the tirst line of the tower narrati ve, but unity of language. It is the use of
one language that detines the group as a single entity. The unity of language and pl ace i
compounded by their unity of purpose. All of the people of Babel are joined in their
purpose, namely to build a city and a tower and, most importantl y, to remain together.
At first glance we may look at their endeavour as worthwhile, even commendable.
As Kass writes, '•it ex presses powerful human impul ses, at f·i rst toward sa fety and
permanence, eventuall y toward full independence and self-sufticiency. And it is
accomplished entirely by rational and peaceful means:' 161 However, a closer read ing
shows thi s first impression as mistaken. Kass agrees with the majority of scholars who
maintain that it is the pride of the people as apparent in their building or desire for a name
that causes Yahweh to react. Kass sees their unity as a major concern for Yahweh yet he
takes the problem or unity beyond the confines of the narrati ve. He maintains that the
people's unity will lead to a belie f in th ir own superiority and will ultimately era e any
di stinction between themselves and God. In fact, if we look at the Creation narration
Yahweh decides to create humanity in his image and likeness

(1Jn ·?jiJ 1m?~J. DiN ;iil<' YJ).

The fultillment of thi s creative act comes at the end of the garden narrati ve when Yahweh
remarks that ··the man has become like one of us"

(1m?j i n NJ ;i' ;i OiN;i ).

Therefore it seems

clear that it was his intention for humanity to gain the knowledge once the man and the
Hoi

Leon Kass, "'The Humanist Dream: Babel Then and
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ow."' Gregoric11111111 81 (2000): 635.

woman were ready to take that step. It is not a negati ve comment on the condition o f
humanity, but rather the recognition that the maturation process is complete and
Yahweh's goal for humanity has been attained. Therefore Kass 's fear of humanity' overidentitication with the deity is unfounded. Yahweh himself created humanity in his own
image. Recognition of this relationship is not evidence of hubris or of a mistaken notion
of their superiority. The simple fact remains, however, that the people of Babel do not
broach this topic whatsoever. Evidence of their self-identification with Yahweh is wholly
lacking.
Kass continues his argument in questioning ··where will the builders of Babel tind
any knowledge of justice, or indeed, of any moral or political principle or standardT 162
For Kass, this is the heart of the matter but, I believe, it misses the point of the narrati ve.
Kass states that the unity as seen in Genesis II will ultimately result in a sense of
superi ority which will first lead to a mistaken perception of their equality with God and
tinally to a los of morality (if morality is attained in the first place). It is not unity that
Kass finds most troubling, but their lack of piety. He sees the narrati ve as being a
morality tale about the dangers of secular life when the narrati ve can be better described
as one that promotes the importance of a di verse humanity. It goe v ithout saying that the
narrator believes in the importance of God, but such a statement is hardl y worth
mentioning. It is, rather, a di fferent matter what the narrator is addre sing. namely, how
humanity is supposed to li ve, and how society and culture is supposed to develop. A

162

Ibid., 649.
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Sicker wrote, the Hebrew Scriptures portrays humanity's story, not God· . 163 The narrator
is not preaching to his audience about the proper attitude towards God but re lating the
conditions under which humanity is best able to prosper. in other words, man ·s proper
attitude towards his fellow man. Without diversity, a counterbalance, society cannot reach
its fu ll potential.
The repetition of the word 'one' not only emphasizes the unity of the people but
reminds us of Genesis 2:18 where Yahweh tells the man that it is not good to be alone
(ii::J? mN;-; n ·,;-; ::Jin- N?). Adam requi res another being as a counterbalance which is what

the woman provides and the reason for her creation. A problem arises, however, with
Adam's perception of her. She was intended to be a counterbalance

('i:IJ:l-iill),

yet Adam

sees her only in terms of himself as he states, .. bone of my bone and llcsh of my f1esh"
(,itv::J~

itll::J1

,~~:17~ 0~:17) .

Where Yahweh intended diversity, Adam sees only unity. Parker

argues that such a desire to merge is also apparent in other parts of creation, most notably
between light and darkness. Yahweh attempted to overcome this merging by establishing
the greater and lesser lights to rule over light and darkness. The tendency of humanity to
merge was to be so lved in a much different fashion, namely the establishment of the
"other.'' 164 The people of Babel have the same problem as the man: they strive for unity
when diversity is neces ary for a ba lanced and fully developed society. As Combs write ,
.. the multiple invocation of the use of ·one· should recall to us the earlier use of one in

IC•' Mat1in Sicker, Reading Genesis Politically: An Introduction to Alosaic Political Philosophy
(Westport: Praeger, 2002), ix.
16 1
' Kim Ian Parker, "Adam: The Postmodernist Bourgeois Liberal?" .Joumaljill' the Stud,1 · of'The
Old Testament. Vol. 29. 2005. 447.
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Gene is where it was first a problem in YHWH 's eyes (2: 18).'' 165 There fore, when
Yahweh warns that it was not good to be alone, or one, and subsequently acts on the
man 's behalf to alter the situation, the reader is alerted to the possibility that the onene s
o f the people of Babel wil l have a similar affect on the deity. Thus, we see that the tower
narTati ve is, in many ways, a retelling of the garden narrative on a univer al cale.
Genesi 2 introduces the theme that a woman is created after the man fo r an "other,'· a
creation necessary to maintain a balance. Yahweh once again sees a need fo r balance in
the tower narrati ve which causes him to scatter the people abroad. There was no •·other'"
until the woman, and the earth was not lilled with a variety of nations until after the
people of Babel were scattered. The importance of the ..other'· will be further discu sed
below.

East
Unity, the foremost reason Yahweh descends, is not the onl y clue to the meaning
of the narrati ve. The location of Babel, in the east, also relates information to the reader.
As Bechtel writes, Eden is '"' toward the east'. symbolic of the beginning of the day or the
beginning of lite (inta ncy and childhood).'' 166 Both Eden and east are mentioned for the
first time in 2: 8 and it is at thi s poi nt that man is placed in Eden. It would seem clear,
then, in line with Bechtel's maturation theme, that both Eden and the east rele r to
beginnings or youth. Eden is where Yahweh placed the man to grow and develop. In 3:24
after Adam and Eve have been sent out of the garden, the cherubim are placed in the cast
16

~ Combs. Foundations. 389.

Lyn M. Bechtel. "'Genesis 2.48-3.24: A Myth About Human Maturation ... .Joum a!Jin·the Stul(l'
4 the Old Teslumelll 67 ( 1995): I 0 .
I<><•
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to protect the tree of life which, according to BechteL symbolizes childhood knowledge
just as the tree or knowledge represents adult knowledge illustrating another link between
east and yo uth. However, since the tree of life is in the centre of the garden it wo uld seem
that the narrator i trying to make a point about the term ·east" as well as attach a quality
to it rather than the cherubim· s location. I wo uld argue that this reference to the ea t, thus,
seems to deal more with Eden as opposed to the tree. First it is a reminder of the
connection between east and Eden and its connotation of beginning , and secondl y that
re-entry into the childhood home or child-like state is impossible.
Therefo re, when we see men migrating eastward, as in the account of the Tower
of Babel, we are mindful of the implications. As di scus ed in the previous chapter, the
narrator does not include details unless they serve a fun ction. Thus by the narrator
including thi s detail the reader is given the sen e that this may be a story of further
development. The similarities between the two naiTati ves make it very probable that they
are thematically related. When seen in this way, the tower narrati ve is about the
development of humanity from a single, emergent group to a full y developed humanity
with di verse soc ieties, cultures and languages. In Eden, the rite of passage is eating the
fruit o f the tree o f knowledge; here it is developing the technology to build the tower.
Once that knowledge is achieved, Yahweh realizes that they are no\ able to leave Babel
with the knowledge they have acquired and to fultill the di vine command of tilling the
earth . This would mean that what Yahweh says in II :6 (0') i indeed positi ve, a
discussed earlier. It i not a condemnation that their actions are sinful or that he is wo rried
or fearful of their capabilities (as Fokkelman maintains) but an acknowledgment of their
maturity as a society, of their readiness to leave the nest as did Adam and Eve.
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Combs' interpretation of the ·east' is quite differe nt. He c ites the fact that the
man 's purpose in the garden is to keep it and that he is forbidden to cat of a specitic tree.
There fore, it is in the east that the .. man first experiences depri vati on.'. 167 The man and
woman's actions in Eden are therea fter dri ven by thi s sense of deprivation. Th y
endeavour to overcome it by seeking to be like God. The knowledge they gain from
eating o f the forbidden tree is outweighed by further deprivation (a cursed ground, the
need to toil , childbirth pain. and the introducti on of death). Cain similarl y sees himself as
depri ved once informed of hi s punishment that the ground will not yield food and he in
turn moves east. Cain then builds a city to overcome his fear. Combs further states that
east ··is used to designate those who do not believe they can be forgiven or who do not
believe that God is beneticent." 168 Lastly, east is used to designate those who believe that
they are not free but rather controlled by the same fo rce that causes the sun to ri se. The
people o f Babel build a city for the same reason as Cain, namely out of fear. Once,
however, ·east' is assoc iated with Babel, it then takes on a new connotation, that of
oneness. Combs argues that by the tower narrati ve, humanity has developed in a way that
promotes oneness to the point of complete homogeny, what he calls an "eastern view.'
According to Combs, east has many negative connotations, though I believe it is
difficult to associate east with an ab olute negati vity. Why are cherubim negati ve? Does
the association of ea

t

to Eden reter to Adam or to the garden? Is Ca in·s travelling to the

east a reflection on Cain or the nature of the first city? Likewise, does Babel' s eastern
location rder to the people or to the city? Do the man and woman trul y feel depri ved?

167
l oH

Combs, Foundations, 13.
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Can humanity still be described as deprived since toiling, the pain of childbirth. and death
have continued to be a part of~ ir not epitomize, the human ex perience?
Rather than interpreting east as signifying a fee ling of depri vation and of being
controlled by fate in the midst of an unforgiving and unkind God, east can more
consistently be understood as representing beginnings. In every instance the term is used
it re fers to the place rather than the people. Thi s is evident from the ti rst home of the man
and woman, to the first city, and l·i nall y to Babel where humanity takes the tirst step fro m
a single emergent group to many nations occupying and tilling the eat1h. It is in Bab L in
the east. where the people first develop impressive construction techniques which
facilitate their filling the earth. Populating the earth without first developing skill
necessary to accommodate large groups, i.e., cities, would have been akin to the man and
woman trying to mature without the security of Eden.

Use of"the Plural Pronoun

A third clue is Yahweh' s use of the pronoun ·us· which again brings us back to
the garden. In Eden, Yahweh recognizes that alter the couple have eaten the fruit that the
man is now ··like one of us·· knowing good and evil. This signi fies the completi on or the
human·s maturation into adulthood. In the tower narrati ve, ·us· is an allusion back to this
development. When Yahweh says '·come let us go down'' in II :7 (C') it is in recognition
of the readiness of humanity to delve into life outside Babel. 169

or course, like Eden, the

people require a push.

11
'')

Yahweh"s use oft he pronoun ·us· also echoes the words of thc people ofthe corresponding
section (C) as described in the prev ious chapter about the chiastic structure of the narrati ve.
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As discussed earl ier, Kikawada views the .. plural verb form referring to the
singular Divine subjecf' as a verbal inclusio connecting the tower narrat ive with the
creation narrative. 170 It i the sheer infrequency of the term as used by Yahweh which
gives the reader pau e and cause him or her to wonder of the pos ible nuances of the
term . In fact, if we look at the two earlier uses, one in the creation narrative and the other
in the garden narrative, then the premise that Babel ends the Primeval History as the
garden nan·ative began, namely wi th an acco unt of the development humanity, is
strengthened. In I :26 Yahweh states '"let us make a man in our image and after our
likeness'· (

JI1 ~1J 1J~7:lJ m~ ;"Jilt"j]J).

become like one of us'· ( m~

1n~J

Then in 3:22 Yahweh recognize that ··the man ha

;-r';-r m~;-r). Thus, it would appear that th

man wa not

like God until after he ate of the forbidden fruit. The creation of man was not complete
until thi point, until maturity. Since Yahweh intended to make humanity in hi image and
states that man is ··Jike one of us·· at the end of the garden narrative, Yahweh, therefore,
perceive himself in terms of knowledge. I Iumanity was never meant to remain in the
garden but to mature and gain the knowledge that Yahweh had intended for humanity
since the beginning of creation.
It is this connotation that the term ·u · brings into the tower narrative, the idea or
completion. As th creation proces or humanity was complete upon gaining knowledge,
humanity on a universal scale becomes complete once it has acquired the knowledge at
Babel depicted as technical abi lities. Yahweh's ''let us go down" in section C' is not only
an echo of the people's words in section C but also the narrator' way of crafting this
nuance. The tower narrative is not a simple tale dealing with pride and puni hment but a

° Kikawada, ..The Shape:· 31 .
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remarkably complex as well as artisti c tale bringing in van ous elements of earlier
narrati ves. As the ending to the Primeval Ili story, it is designed to be appreciated on a
variety o f level s with numerous nuance . With the inclusion of Yahweh' s plural pronoun,
we get the nuance of the completion of a proce s begun at creation but onl y fulfilled at
Babel, namely tilling the earth. As Kikawada states, ··this moti f of scattering in our story
would then fu ltil the blessing given in Genesis 1.'' 17 1

Dispersion

Thi s brings us to the next clue to the meaning of the narrati ve, that of scattering.
The term ··scatter·· (Yi!:l) is used in the previous two chapters, in 9: 19 and I 0: 18. These
usages are in no way negati ve or punitive but merely describe the preading abroad of the
descendants o f Noah after the fl ood (9: 19: .. these are the three sons of oah and fro m
these the whole earth was scattered"'

(y-1 ~-t:l-?J :l::l!:lJ :1?1-tlj m-'J::J :1? ~-t :liL"?iL')

..afterward scatt red the families of the Canaanites·· ( 'Jl7JJ:l

and I 0: 18:

nin!:liL'Ij 1::l!:lJ 1n ~-t1 ) ) .

If, as I have

argued, the events of chapter I 0 occur alter the Tower of Babel narrati ve, then the verb
..scatter·· should be read as it is in these two instances without the punitive aspect. Even
the language of 9: 19 is reminiscent of the tower nan ative with the phrases ·sons of oah'
and ·all the earth ' bringing to mind ·the sons of men· in section E and the repeated
occurrences o f ·all the earth.'
The relationship between the Table of Nations and the tower narrati ve ch iastica lly
resembles that between Genesis I and 2. Genesis I gives a general acco unt of creation
fo llowed by Genesis 2 where the more detailed creation of humanity is given prom inence.
17 1

Ibid., 32 .
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Conversely, the Table of Nations describe the details of humani ty scattering ac ross the
earth relating names and places. At this point, the narrator uses the convention or a
fl ashback in order to reveal the impetus behind this scattering. As Genesis 2 gives a more
personal account of Genesis I, the tower narrative provide an explanation fo r the
spreading aboard of

oah' s sons. The biblical narrator is not constrained by linearity.

Rather, narrators use 1-lashbacks, or analepses, to ..stress a particular situation or idea."' 172
In this case, the narrator, who neglected to relate why the sons or oah began to spread
across the earth, reveals, in the tower narrati ve, that humanity had strived fo r unity and it
is, in fact, Yahweh who instigated the scattering that is descri bed in chapter l 0.
Thus we have the tower narrative fillin g in gaps, artfull y illustrati ng how the
world has come to be what it is in the previous chapter. Therefore, the scattering that
occurs in the tower narrative is not onl y to be een in the same light as in the Table of
ations, but is indeed the same act of scattering told on two di fferent levels with two
di fferent purposes,

~i rs t

to descri be the proli fe ration of the human race and econdly to

explain how it came about. Who is this generic humanity that Yahweh has scattered in the
tower narrati ve? They are the sons o f Noah, and where they have been scattered has
already been detailed. Though the di versity is fo rced, it is no more a punishment than
previous interpr ters has viewed the ·spreading· about of the sons of oah. The dispersal
o f the people was carried out not as a punishment but as a necessary act in order to ensure
that the people

~iII

the earth . As Anderson writes, .. ethnic diversi ty is understood to be the

ti·uit of the di vine blessing given at the creati on ( I :28) and renewed in the new creation
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after the llood (9: 1,7).'' 173 It seems clear through the rerrain of ·multiply and fill the earth'
that Yahweh not onl y intends for di versity in hi s creation but will enforce its realization.
The connection to the garden narrati ve lies in the ract that the dispersion is cau ed
by Yahweh. Both the human couple and humanity on a universal seal needed guidance
upon achieving maturity. Adam needed to be 'sent forth' from the garden as Bechtel
writes, ''to fulfill his potential of cultivating the ground in the world . He is sent forth and
dri ven out (gd, emphasizing physical removal), not becau e God is jealous of his
knowing good and bad, but because he is mature enough to leave the childhood world.''J7.l
The tree of life is guarded to ensure they will not return to childhood. In Babel, Yahweh' s
intention is likewise to show humanity that it is prepared for the outside world . They no
longer need to be huddled in one united mass, but must venture out to achieve their
potential of tilling the earth with the knowledge they have acquired at Babel. This is why
they are scattered rather than simply ex pelled en masse. If punishment were the is ue,
then ex pulsion wo uld have been sufficient but Yahweh scatters them, prompting the
di versity he desires.

Use qfDirecl Speech

A tina! clue that reveals the meaning of the tower narrati ve i the use of speech.
Four of the nine verse of the narrati ve are di rect speech, tructured symmetrically and
di vided equall y between the people and God. Alter discusses in detail the importance of
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language in the Hebrew Bible and maintains that the narrator will choose direct speech
and dialogue over narration whenever possible. He writes:
what is important to [the narrator] is human will confronted with alternati ve
which it may choose on its own or submit to di vine determination. Articulated
language provides the indispensable model for detining this rhythm of political or
historical alternati ves, question and response, creaturely uncertainty over against
the Creator' s intermittently revea led design, because in the biblical view word
underlie reality. With words God called the wo rld into being; the capacity for
using language from the start set men apart from the other creatures. 175
Speech is particularl y important because it reveals the inner thoughts of the character as
thought process and dec ision-making are both related, if at aiL in this manner. When
speech is used, we must consider the impact of speech, in other wo rds, wo uld the cen
be altered if narration were used instead? The impact here is that the reader is brought
into the story by the use of speech. The reader hears tirst hand what the characters'
intention are and are thus encouraged to see from the point o f view of the people. to
identify with them. Without the speech of the people, the reader may not relate to the
characters at all. The same is true with the di vine speech which echoes and contrasts that
of the people. Yahweh is given the last word and the reader then views the situation from
his point of view.
When it comes to BabeL there is nothing overtly negati ve about the attitude or
actions of the people but their words point to one very important fac t that, in their unity,
the people have fa iled to uphold the di versity exemplif-ied in creation. Rather, they
express through their language that they are unitied. As discussed earlier, unity ts
emphasized in the narrati ve in general and in the speech or the inhabitants of Babel tn
partic ular. As the people are anonymous, emphasizing the uni versality or the tex t, the
m Alter. The Art, 69.
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words ·us', 'we ' , 'they' are repeated numerous times. They say, ' let us mold' , ' let us
bu ild ourselves· , 'let us make for ourselves', and ' lest we are scattered ' (emphasis added).
In just two verses, they refer to themselves six times. Their speech does not relate
di sobedience or sin but a desire to remain united. It is not insignificant. therefore. that
Yahweh directs his attention to that method of unification as he not only alters their unity
of place, but of their language as well. Had pride been the issue and not unity, then
altering their language as a puni shment makes no sense. Such an action can onl y be
explained by the de ire to encourage and bring about diversity.
The importance of direct speech in relation to time is further illustrated by several
scholars including Bar- Efrat, Amit, and Rimmon-Kenan. When a nanative is presented in
the scenic method (when the ·'events themselves'' 176 are desc ribed as opposed to the
summary method where the narrator summarizes the event ) and di rect peech is used,
narration time and narrated time are virtually identical. With the sum mary method,
narrated time is accelerated and with the scenic method, time slows down which
consequently draws attention to the words of the speaker. 177 As Bar Efrat writes, "if we
note the variations in narrated time in relation to narration time, we will discover the
narrator's focal points and the relati e importance of its variou subjects.'' 178 When we
examine the tower narrati ve, A and A' are descri ption or explanation. B, B' and E are
summary, and C and C' and D as well as D' are direct speech or cene. The narrator can
pause narrated time for a variety of reasons including to pass judgment, to give an
explanation, description or comment or to elucidate the motivations of a character. Bar176
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Efrat writes, ·'explanations of events are a powerful tool in the hands o f a narrator,
enabling clear and unequivocal messages to be conveyed to the readers.'' 179 This is to
ensure that the reader correctly understands the significance of the narrati ve. The narrator
interj ects twice in thi s narrati ve, in the exposition and conclu ion. In A the narrator
emphasizes the unity of the people as evident by their one language, as di cussed earlier,
and in A' relates the consequences of this unity which are, of course, that they have b en
scattered. The phrase ·all the earth ' (f1N:1-?J) is used three times in A and A', a stylistic
convention which Bar- Efrat refers to as an envelope and is primarily used for
emphasis. 180 It is yet another way the narrator focuses the reader· attention on the unity
and uni versality of the people. The ending is reminiscent of the ending of the garden
narrative (3 :23 -24) where the nanator also inte1jects to relate how returning to Eden is
impossible just as the people cannot return to Babel.
In scene (C and C' and D and D'), time passes more slowly than the actions
p01trayed
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summary. This use of time therefore stresses the inherent importance o f

language in biblical writing. The wo rds of the characters within the narrati ve are given
primacy over their actions. Therefore, as Bar-E frat maintains, the narrator has
a clear tendency to regard the preparations preceding events and the reactions
fo llowing them as being more important than the events them elves. denoting a
pec ial interest in matters pertaining to the human mind, its moti ves, decisions,
and attitudes. In other words, the human aspects, whether psychologica l, piritual,
or moral, are granted greater empha is than factual components. 1x1
This point is made cl ear when the people state their desire to build a city and a tower in D
and when Yahweh descends in E the constructi on is complete. It is not the buildings that
179
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are of consequence but the people's mindset to stay together whi ch is emphasized in their
speech. The effect of the repetition of ·us· and 'ourselves· could not have been ac hi eved
in narration, or indirect di scourse. As Fokkelman writes, "the Bible does not contain one
single instance of small talk; almost every word by a character i ex istentially revealing or
rooted.'' 182 Many characterizations are revealed about the people in onl y two lines of
speech including their fear of being scattered (which leads to their wish to remain un ited),
their desire to be remembered, as well as their technical skills in construction.
Significantly, Yahweh addre e both the people's fear as we ll as their desire for a
name in his two lines of speech. In scattering them to bring about the di versity he de ires,
perhaps he is showing them that they are more than capable o f building nations and there
is no reason to fear separation. Recall that this is precisely what happens in Gene is I0,
which looks ahead to what happens after the dispersal. Yahweh al o recogni zes their
technical skill in II :6. Though far from straightforward, Yahweh's words in II :6 show
that the people have developed a great deal as a society. In the people's own words, th y
can make bricks and build towers, but Yahweh sees their full potentia l. In es ence, like
the garden narrati ve, their eyes have been opened; the essence of life has not changed, but
they have become capable of much more. Finally, the fact that they have been
remembered goes without saying. Without Yahweh' s intervention, there wo uld be no
story to te II.
Thus we can see that the tower narrati ve, when placed in its larger context o f the
ending to the Primeval Hi story, is linked to the garden narrati ve. The tower narrati ve is in
no way meant to be read as an independent tale devoid of contextual background. The
lxl
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fact, just the opposite as its relevance lies in its placement.

The narrator

obviously took great care in creating these narrati ve links so that the reader may bear in
mind all of the themes presented along the way to this closing tale. As Gunn and Fewell
write, '·the search for narrative significance is the scrutiny of words." 183 Without the close
examination of the language that the narrator chooses, then many nuances of the text
would be lost. How, then, does the idea that the Tower of Babel narrative relates, in a
positive way, the account of human development from a single, unif·i ed group to the
di verse cultures of the earth affect the overall construct of the Pri meval History? Let u
now look at the possible implications.

The Implications

(~lthe

Development Theme on the tower narrative and Genesis I- ll

In reading the tower narrati ve as a story of development, we wonder what wo uld
happen if Yahweh had not intervened and had rather allowed humanity to remain united.
Apart from the fact that Yahweh opposes the unity that is described in Babel, many
scholars also see such unity as problematic because they believe it is potentially or
inherently dangerous. Kant writes:
Holy Writ is quite right in regarding the fusion of peoples into one society - and
their complete liberation from external dangers at a time when their culture had
hardl y begun - as an impediment to all further cultural progress, and a plunge into
.mcura bl e corruptiOn.
. 184
Though di versity breeds antagoni sm it also results in progress and new ideas. Without the
interaction that comes with di versity and the subsequent int1ux of new ideas, such a
society would fail to reach its full potential and would rather result in stagnation. There is,
I X~ Gunn and Fewell, Narrative. 147.
184
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however, a graver implication, that of corruption. Though Kant does not elaborate on
falling into 'incurable corruption,' he is surely referring to moral depravity. Thi s is in all
likelihood along the same lines that Kass was thinking when he argued that the unity of
the people would ultimately lead to a loss of morality due to the mi staken belief of their
. h God . 1ss
equaI.tty wtt

Combs sees the matter of unity m much the same way. He writes, ""it leads to
excesses because there is no need to search for justice because nothing that happens, even
the most horrendous violence, ever actually changes or alters the ""one substance··:·

1 6
l!

As

long as the group is una ffected, the individuals do not matter, and can even be considered
ex pendable. In such a system, the rights of the individual can disappear which can only
have disastrous results.
Parker's interpretation is, arguably, closer to what the narrator is trying to convey
and envisions a less dramatic outcome than Kass or Combs. He maintains that a
success ful society requires both a united people but also an ·other' to act as a balance
much in the same way as the wo man was to counterbalance the man in Genesis 2. Parker
writes:
the desire for universal brother/sisterhood, therefore, has to be seen in conj unction
with a situation in which individuals or groups are separate from one another, and in
which competiti veness, distrust, and mutual hostility might come about. Here one can
recogmze, but not overcome and assum ate, the · 0 tI1er' . IS7
0

0

.,

For Parker, it is individuality that is the issue, not morality. In order fo r an
indi vidual not to be subsumed by the group, proper distinction between him/her and the
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group as a whole must be maintained. The same is true fo r societies on a larger scale. It
is, fundam entally, an issue of boundari es. The importance or boundaries wa establi shed
at the very beginning of Genesis during creation. As Aj zenstat writes, ··we have already
met a God who intended a creation of clear boundaries and differences, a God who all
through this passage repeatedly works by separating."' 188 Yahweh separated the light fro m
the darkness, the waters above and below the firm ament, and finally day from night. The
greater and lesser lights where given the charge o f ruling over day and night respecti vely
because they continued to merge at dawn and dusk. Thus, Yahweh recognized the natura l
tendencies of certain things to mix, to unite, and therefore put procedures in place to
guard against them. The refrain ·according to the ir/its kind ' (;-tJ'?.)?) acts in a simil ar
fashion . Yahweh created an abundance o f di verse creatures yet they are all meant to stay
among their own kind. Thi s is perhaps why God gave dominion over the ani mals to the
man and woman, so that they could enfo rce the boundaries. When humanity itself fai l to
uphold the balance of unity and separation, of di versity and uni fo rmi ty, he acts to COlT ct
the situation.
Perhaps the most notable imp Iication of the development interpretation is the
change o f tone lemming from the ab ence of sin. This is not onl y true fo r the tower
narrati ve but the whole of Genesis 1-11 . When both the maturation theme of the Garden
of Eden narrative and the development theme of the tower narrati ve are in conjunction
with each other, then Genesis I- ll changes to a more positive note. Rathe r than the

JXX Samue l Ajzenstat. ··Libera l Democracy and the Bib lica l Account of reation: ome Structural
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narrator relating the repeated sins of humanity, Genesis 1-11 becomes a narrati ve
recounting the history of humanity from creation to the varied cultures of the world.
It i with Bechtel's analysis of Genesis 2-3, which is devoid of the notion of

111 ,

which not onl y re-evaluates the narrati ve but also allows the garden narrative to be seen
in an entirely different light than the probl ematic ··fall"' interpretation. 189 Bechtel argues
that the eating of the fruit symbolizes the humans· matu ration into adolescence. She
writes, "'it is not that the wo rld changes once of the fruit is eaten, but that the humans see
the world as it really is through the eye of mature adults, rather than through the eyes or
immature children.'' 190 The adolescents are now self-aware, cogni sant of the reality or the
wo rld around them as their eyes are now open.

ot only was the process a natural one,

but it was intended by God as it was he who created the snake and the wo man, the means
by which maturation was brought about. The humans have not reached adulthood at thi
point as evidenced by their inability to take responsibility fo r their actions as both blame
another for what they have done. What is traditi onally seen a a eli pensation of
puni shment is, rather, God relating to the humans the .. reality of adult li fe, .. of life outside
the garden. 191 For the woman, adult life is characterized by procreation and for the man,
working the land. The tina! transition is into adulthood. At thi s point the couple get thei r
adult names, Adam and Eve. God prepares them ··to leave the childhood wo rl d of the
garden by clothing them full y, a sign of civilization and social, physical, sex ual and
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psychological maturation.'' 192 Since the tree of life symbolizes chi ldhood knowledge, it i
cut off from them. Now, fully matured, Adam and Eve are ready for life outside the
garden armed wi th the knowledge, that of oppositional forces, necessary to survive,
procreate and, ultimately, to build a society. As Parker writes, .. the removal from Eden,
that gigantic womb which is no longer appropriate now that the man and the woman have
language and knowledge, completes the maturation process: the man and woman, though
a lienated beings, are suitable for sociallife.'" 93
The maturation theme is thus a very titting interpretation of the text. The language
nowhere promotes a sin and punishment (or fall) reading. Those words are not used in the
text, and as Bechtel points out, ··the ' sin and fall" interpretation is not mentioned
elsewhere in the Hebrew Scriptures, despite the plentiful opportunities - pm1icularly in
the prophets.'' 194 In other words, Adam and Eve are not referred to as the paradigm of
sinners in the Hebrew tradition. Furthermore, the phrase knowing ··good [and/or] evil'' is
used several times in the Hebrew Bible and never to denote knowledge that is beyond the
scope of human development. Therefore the interpretation that eating the fo rbidden fruit
was an attempt to alter their created status is unjustified. As a result of this recent, but
perhap original, read ing of the text, it is only natural that such a r -evaluation be
a ffo rded to the Tower of Babel.
As a result or read ing the tower narrative as being ab ent of in, then Yahweh's
actions cannot be viewed as a punishment. As Anderson writes, .. there is no basis tor the
191
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negati ve view that pluralism is God' s j udgment upon human sinfulness. Diversity is not a
condemnation .'. 195 Yahweh·s intention was that the earth be fill ed with diverse creatures
and human beings. During creation, Yahweh does not create a couple of spec ie , but
many varieties o f species to fill the oceans, earth and sky. Likewise, he did not create
Adam and Eve to be the sole humans but to multiply and fill the earth. Eden was a safe
place to grow and learn the ways of the outside world ; it was never intended to be a
permanent home. As i clear from the tructure o f the six days of creation, humanity i the
culmination of creation. Why wo uld Yahweh create the world if he only intended for the
human population to number two people who were secluded in the garden? Rather, the
world was created for humanity and humanity was then given the responsibili ty of havi ng
dominion over the animals and to till the earth. This can only be accomplished once
humanity has multiplied and tilled the earth, not if they are gathered together in a group at
Babel. His intentions demarcated during the Creation and garden narrati ves have not
changed by the tower narrati ve though the people are either unaware of this di vine will or
unwilling to acquiesce to it. Either way, di versity is enforced and the now mature people
are scattered to fulfill the mandate of filling the earth. The people, ti rst fear ful of this
o utcome, are well equipped to face the o utside wo rld, just as were Adam and Eve were:
they just required a little push.

Conclusion
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While many commentators have argued that pride lies at the root of the sin or the
people of Babel, my literary examination of the narrative has tri ed to demonstrate that
unity is more likely the matter at hand . The unity of the people in the Tower of Babel is
unmi stakeable. The repeti tion of the word 'one, ' the frequency of the pronouns referring
to the people as a unified, anonymous, and uni versal group are among the most obv iou
signs. But, we al so notice that collectively the narrator, the people themselves and
Yahweh all describe the people as one, of having one language. There are several sign
that point to creation. where di versity is emblematic of the proper characteri tic of nature,
as well as to the garden narrati ve. In Eden, Adam and Eve develop the sk ills necessary for
life outside the garden as they mature from children to adults capable of procreation. It is
the outside world, which encompasses hardship and pain as we ll as knowledge and
procreation, that is the proper home fo r humans. Onl y there can humanity fu lti ll the
di vine mandate to multiply and fill the earth. Likewise, humanity cannot remai n in Babel.
Though there is security in numbers, humanity cannot thrive under such condi tion . We
need a sense of selfthat comes from the recognition of the ·other,' the balance that comes
with opposition, the progress that comes with competi tion. It is the difference between
looking into a mirror and looking out the window; both are necessary fo r self-awa renes
and knowing one's place in the world.
When seen in this light, the tone of Genesis I-ll is much different. People do
indeed act in a sinful manner at times, most notable in the generation of the fl ood, but sin
is certainly not the overall theme of the narrative as a whole. Without the assum pti on of
sin, a much more suitable theme emerges. that o r maturation. The maturation of humanity
from childhood to adulthood conveys, arguably, the proper meaning of the garden
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narrative and opens Genesis 1-11 with a speci!ic purpose. Yet it is not the onl y narrati ve
that welcomes a departure from the traditional sin and puni shment interpretation. The
artistic language and structure of the tower narrati ve unquestionably demonstrate the
complex ity of the narrati ve which is often overlooked. These literary features deserve
more than the conventional ·sinful-humanity' interpretation. The purpose of Genesis Ill , then, is to delineate the journey of humanity from creation to a developed civilization

tilled with a variety of cultures, nations and languages.
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Conclusion

I

With the introduction and intluence of literary criticism it i hoped that scholars
and readers alike will move past the notion that the Bible is a hopele, ly fragmented text
and, rather, see what the biblical authors where capable of.

s St rnberg writes, "the

Bible's verbal att istry, without precedent in literary history and unri valed since, operates
by passing off its art for artlessness, its sequential linkages and suprasequential echoe for
unadorned paratax is, its density o f evocation for chroni cale-like thinness and
transparency." 196 Readers must recognize that biblical authors were lirst and fo remo t
writers, not just compilers who assembled various fragmentary tales but writers who took
pleasure in the creati ve act, in word play, structure and language. By accepting that the
Hebrew Bible in general and our narrati ve in parti cular is a work of nan·ati e att then we
the reader can appreciate the Bible on several different level , including its writing,
language and design, basically as literature.
It is clear that the narrator of the tower narrati ve took great pains in creating a tale
that can be read on many levels. Perhaps its most basic meaning reveals the opposing
nature o f humanity and God. God stri ves for di versity, for the earth to be fi lled.
Humanity, on the other hand, feels more secure when it can maintain a united fro nt. Their
fea r of being scattered is completely justitied on the one hand as Yahweh doe indeed
scatter them ac ross the earth. However, since the people fare so well atter the dispersion
as depicted in the Table of ations it is clear that Yahweh's foundation or diversity is the
proper route for humanity. Yet what prom pted this fear in the lirst place? Where they
I%
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aware o f the di vine mandate and there fore fear Yahweh· intervention? The narrative
simply does not provide information to make a proper conclusion. The narrator does not
provide information he deems superfluous. Alternati vely, the narrator also wishes fo r the
reader, by his or her own effo rts, to determine meaning and make judgments. A
Anderson write , .. the narrator does not attempt to till in the gaps and resolve all tensions
prosaicall y, leaving nothing to the imagination; rather the hearer is invited into the story's
d tmenswn o f' dept I1 and mystery. . ,197
o

o

To assist the reader, however, the narrator does provide hints. These hints, or
clues, generate a second level upon which the narrative can be read. When the tower
narrati ve's placement in the Primeval History is taken into account then subtle nuance of
meaning emerge. The wo rds the narrator chooses, then, become laden with ignilicance,
pointing back to earlier narratives where the words had been used before. On this second
level of reading, when the narrator states that the people have one language and one
words, a statement which is echoed by Yahweh who similarly describes the people a
being one and having one language, the word 'one· is meaningfull y connected to the
garden narrati ve where Yahweh had told the man that it was not good to be alone, or one.
Lingui stic hint such as thi s abound in the tower narrati ve not only ill ustrating the
narrator· s mastery over language but also of the nature of storytell ing.
One of the elements of the tower narrati ve which certainl y brings it into the realm
of narrati ve art is its structure. As Fokkelman writes:
because the symmetrical structure is the most powerful and most fundamental
formal aspect of our story we may expect that its interpretation will enable us to
push through to the last pre-dominating perspective, to that one decisive concept
19 7
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or the narrator' s which inspired and guided him
tool s. 198
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choosing and handling his

Using such a structure, the narrator is able to highlight certain fundamental aspects of the
narrati ve without having to spell out hi s intentions to the reader or compromi ing his
arti stic aim. By structuring the text to focus on II :5 (section E) where Yahweh descends
to earth, the narrator can do several things at once: he causes the reader to question what
the people have done to warrant Yahweh's immediate attention, what Yahweh will do
upon viewing the actions of humanity, and how the people will fare in the end. In
prompting such questions the narrator ensures the participation of the reader. In short,
employing a chiastic structure results in much more than di splaying artistic abil ity.
The point the reader is perhaps meant to take from this narrative is that the
di versity called for by Yahweh in the creation narrative is the best way for humanity to
prosper; thi s means, of course, that the unity described in our narrati ve is at be t a path to
social stagnation and, at worst, simply dangerous. As Ajzenstat write , human merging is
"as much a spiritual danger as it is our deepest craving.'' 199 There are many things that
could go wrong in a society in which individual s are over-identiti ed with the group as a
whole. A lack of self-identity could result in fa ilure for individua ls to thrive and a loss of
imagination (the arts). On the more dangerous side, a society of ·one· could very well be
fearful , ho tile, or feel superior to any out icier. This is not what is meant by .. be fruitful
and multiply."
There are as yet further avenues or study which may not onl y reveal noteworthy
aspects of the text but in doing so also enhance our understanding or it. Comparative and
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contemporaneous literature, though scarce, could aid with cultural questions. This is,
however, a dubious course of action since texts written too long after the tower na rrati ve
may have no more in common with it than today's drama share a commonality with
Shakespeare. Words and language, after all. are tluid, always in motion, ever evolving.
An appealing course of study would be an attempt to successfully apply
Sternberg's argument that the narrator does not create characters or si tuations which are
purely black and white to the tower narrative or to the Primeval History as a whole. He
writes the narrator's presentation ·•stops well short of dichotomi zing the world into
paragons and brutes, attractive protagonists and repulsive antagonists. Esa u and Saul,
even Abimeleck and Ahab, have their sympathetic features; while Jacob and David, or
even Elijah, are certainly not idealized.''

200

If the narrator abstains from stereotypes

leaving it up to the reader to make the appropriate value judgments then this trait would
have implications for the tower narrative. If even characters traditionally viewed as
villains in fact are given sympathetic features by the narrator then why would the people
of Babel be depicted as wholly sinful as many scholars have traditionally argued? Would
an alternative to s in then be considered or would the response be that they are si nful but
also have a sympathetic quality? To delve deeply into this train of thought could be
indeed enlightening.
l do not contend that my interpretation revea ls the meaning of the tower narrative,
only that it is a possible meaning which I believe is supported by the text. The cultural
and temporal gap between the biblical author and present-day readers is a dinicult one to
overcome. The nature of the text, leaving the reader with questions and forcing
200
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assumptions is without a doubt something that the original audience would have managed
without much difficulty if any at al l. The fear that the people felt over the prospect of
being scattered, for instance, wo uld not have held the same ambiguity that it holds fo r us.
Though they may have understood the narrati ve without the same consternation as, for
example, the present interpreter, it does not mean that they could have appreciated the
text any more. If a reader must determine the language and structure of the text, it will
result in not onl y a more creative interpretation, but also a profo und respect for biblical
writing.
The placement of the tower narrative at the end of the Primeval History is a
perfect introduction to

bram and the Patriarchal History. In the fir t eleven chapters of

Genesis the narrator has artistically crafted the history of humanity ti·o m creation to a
familiar time fo r the audience, not exactl y in the author's time but one in which readers
could recognize. As Westermann writes, ·'the itinerary moves from the di tant darknes of
primeval time into clear light where hi story begin.""20 1 Though this i no doubt seconda ry
to the thematic purpose of the narrati ve it does add yet another laye r onto the narrati ve.
With the tower narrati ve placed in a historical time frame it encourages the reader to
re late to the events and charac ters in a more personal way than narratives wh ich depict
significant temporal or cul tural gap from the reader's own experience. Indeed, the
narrati ve still resonates today with commentaries, art, as well as movies. Has its original
meaning been lost to the ages or does the fact that it remains, however distorted, in the
minds of those living today offset it evolving signifi cance? Thi or course remai ns to be
seen. The im portance, however, or analyzing the Hebrew Bible using the techniques of
20 1

Westermann. Genesis. 544.
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literary criticism has hopefully become evident. By exammtng the narrative
holi stic manner, it is hoped that new li ght has been shed on an old tale.

11 5
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